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And I (Allah [God]) wanted to do a favour to those who were weak and oppressed in the land, and to make them rulers...

(Quran 28:5)

Europe is returning to the Dark Ages [due to the financial recession]. Armed gangs are forming into militias for racist politicians, and a young Muslim minority is their enemy. All this while a Caliphate is growing across the Mediterranean sea next door.

How does this mix of chaos lead to the conquest of Rome (the capital of Europe)? Read: Black Flags from Rome - to find out how.
The Messenger of Allah (God), Muhammad (peace be on him) said;

"You will raid/attack Arabia and Allah will give you victory over it, then you will raid/attack Persia (Iran) and Allah will give you victory over it, then you will raid Rome (Italy) and Allah will give you victory over it, then you will raid/attack al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist) and Allah will give you victory over him."

[Saheeh Muslim [54/50]
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Introduction:

It is 6th January 2015, there are close to 20,000 people protesting against Islam and immigration in Dresden, Germany. They hold massive banners saying: 'Stop the Islamisation of Europe.'

In Cologne, Germany, a slightly greater amount of people are protesting. This crowd has a huge mix of Muslims and non-Muslims. They are 'pro-immigration', but in reality they are doing a counter-demonstration against the fascism being displayed in Dresden.

Just 5 years ago, far-right demonstrations like this would be impossible to see in Europe. But now they are on the rise, and will keep on growing over the coming years...

The question is; How did all this begin? Why has the far-right grown? And how will all this lead to: “the Conquest of Rome”? 

Europe – the early immigrants:

Since the fall of the Ottoman empire in 1924, war has spread to almost every corner of the world. The colonisers who came to the Muslim and Eastern world would divide the people through artificial borders and swiftly power grab and take hold of precious lands which belonged to natives. These lands contained trillions of tonnes of treasures, ranging from gems to oil, to gold and gases, fruits and pearls. Anything you can imagine was grasped and taken away. The people of the Eastern lands felt helpless and weak. The colonisers could now take all this precious treasure and sell it at expensive rates in the Western world to make even more profit.

Europe had been the most prosperous and safest place to live since then. Immigrants and refugees would wish to flee to Europe to live a 'heavenly life' which they had heard of.

The 1st generation (1945-1960) of Muslim immigrants came to Europe during the World War 2 era (1945+). WW2 had caused alot of damage to Europe, and there weren't enough people to do the labour to fix the damage caused by both sides in the war.

The descendants of the colonisers –the rulers of Europe- decided it would be better if they imported poor immigrants (the majority who were Muslims) who by now lived in poverty in their lands, and would happily do the slave work for them if they could come to the European ‘heaven on Earth.’

The colonisers took immigrants from the lands they had colony power over.

The British received a majority of South Asian immigrants: Pakistanis, Indians, Bengalis.

The French received a majority of Maghribi immigrants: Algerians, Moroccan, Tunisian etc.
The Germans received a lot of Turkish immigrants.

The Finnish received a lot of Somalian immigrants.

Each European country had a Muslim minority from different nationalities who could do all the cheap labour for them.

This 1st immigrant generation was satisfied with a basic living, and they felt in awe of their new rulers. They did not want to offend their European rulers and felt grateful to them for giving them a job, a home to live in and a mosque to pray at in their European land. They had been prevented from these basic human rights in their homelands by the puppet rulers (which the colonisers had put on thrones before they left.) So these immigrants were grateful for even a little.

The 2nd generation (1960-1980) of immigrant Muslims lived in tight ghetto communities with the families who had emigrated with them from abroad. Their parents knew very well that many financial opportunities were available in Europe, so their focus was to ensure their families were rich and had high ranking jobs so they support the poorer family members 'back home'. They went to the schools, learnt the languages and faced racism because they were the minority. This generation’s priority was to 'fit into' Europe and get a good stable job.

The 3rd generation (1980-Present) of Muslims were brought up in the ghettos with their ethnic Muslim majority. They did not experience the racism the 2nd generation did because they lived in a predominantly Muslim populated neighbourhood with members of their own ethnic community. They were more certain and confident in their Muslim identity, and they considered themselves as equals to those with them. They did not have the negative cultural stigmas the earlier generations had carried, and they had more freedom in choosing which parts of Eastern and Western culture they liked and disliked. Many from this generation achieved high level education, and many got high class jobs like Doctors or Engineers.

Behind the scenes, many Caucasian (White) Europeans started to feel intimidated with these growing Muslim communities. The ruling class -the descendants of the Colonisers- began to feel threatened with a generation of Muslims who would have equal opportunities to the European rulers and who might take opportunities in leadership positions, so they started campaigns in popular culture to make 'brown' people look up to gangsters instead of intellectuals as role models. They would also support far-right racist groups whose job would be to make Muslims and other ethnic minorities feel uncomfortable with their presence in Europe.

As this 3rd generation of immigrant Muslim youth got into their late teenage years, their parents were able to afford Satellite channels. As a result, this 3rd generation of Muslim youth watched Entertainment channels with music which would promote gang culture, so they too started to get involved in ghetto gangs. Their parents had always wanted them to get a good job to make money for the family, and selling drugs was a quick way to make money. Having access to gangs and drug dealers would also mean having access to the dark underground of the ghettos, where there were guns and illegal weapons gang members could get hold of...
Turning to Islam - In Prison:

A small portion of this 3rd generation Muslims would be imprisoned for drugs possession or carrying weapons in the streets. Here in prison, they would meet other fellow Muslim prisoners who had stayed in the prisons for much longer, and who had by now become practising Muslims. Muslims having experienced the extravagant life, who had felt lost with the gangster culture many Muslim youth had been drawn into. They felt alienated from drugs and gang culture because this was against their religion, and the rest of society which looked down on them and was predominantly white, and who also had different values to them. This identity crisis caused them to look into their religion. A growing minority within their minority (ethnic group) would find refuge in their religion, Islam. Unlike their parents version of Islam, which was more cultural and subservient, this new generation, would start studying the life of Allah (God’s) Messenger, Muhammad (peace be on him) and comparing it to their situation in Europe.

Starting in the early 90s, a new era would begin for Islam in Europe. A new quality 3rd generation of Muslims would be born who had given up the victim subservient slave mentality the previous generations had. This generation would be emboldened and more confident in their newly (re)discovered beliefs. They would see the world from a new perspective, and unlike the previous generations who only dedicated on earning money for supporting the family ‘back home’, this new generation would see the world through the eyes of a global Ummah (Muslim nation) which transcended all national boundaries.
### Number of Muslims in Selected Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2010 Population of Muslims</th>
<th>2030</th>
<th>2030 Population of Muslims</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>475,000</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>799,000</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>638,000</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>1,149,000</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>226,000</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>317,000</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>105,000</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>4,704,000</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>6,860,000</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>4,119,000</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5,545,000</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>527,000</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>772,000</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>43,000</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>125,000</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1,593,000</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>3,159,000</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>914,000</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
<td>1,365,000</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>144,000</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>359,000</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>1,021,000</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>1,859,000</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>451,000</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>993,000</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>433,000</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td>663,000</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>2,869,000</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>5,567,000</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total for these countries</strong></td>
<td><strong>18,267,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.5%</strong></td>
<td><strong>29,759,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>7.1%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population estimates are rounded to thousands. Percentages are calculated from unrounded numbers.

---

### Muslims as a Share of Overall Population, 1990-2030

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Muslims</th>
<th>Non-Muslims</th>
<th>Muslims as % of Population</th>
<th>Non-Muslims as % of Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>695.8</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>85.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>694.3</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>692.8</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>84.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>685.4</td>
<td>7.0%</td>
<td>83.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>688.9</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>82.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentages are calculated from unrounded numbers. Cross hatching denotes projected figures.

Europe in the early 90s:

When the Soviet Russians had been defeated and withdrew from Afghanistan in 1989, Russian weapons flooded into Europe and the rest of the world. Soviet Generals started to sell weapons quickly in the black market, wanting to make a quick profit before the Soviet empire collapsed completely.

The Islamic fighters in Afghanistan and their supporters around the world felt ecstatically happy. Allah had destined that honor would return to the Muslims, not through Arabism (which Arab leaders had tried to gain since the fall of the Ottoman Caliphate), but through Islam in a non Arab land (Afghanistan/Khorasan). Allah (God) was teaching the Arabs an important historical lesson - that He would never honor them except through their Islam (submission to God).

In the 1990s, Europe and America were the richest continents in the world. Their lives were at ease, their economies were stable and they had a strong grip over the Muslim world and its rich resources. They were relieved that the Russians were now no more of a nuclear threat to them. When you’re the most powerful people in the world without any equal threat, you can relax and do whatever you want, whenever you want. Now that the superpower Russia had been defeated, each country could focus on itself nationally.

Countries like the UK (United Kingdom - Britain) in the 90s would have to fight local insurgencies which had formed next to their homelands. For example: the IRA (Irish Republican Army) fought for independence from Britain because it wanted its own independent Christian country separate to the 'United Kingdom of Britain'. The French had fear of the GIA (which will be explained later). Each European countries intelligence agency was busy searching for its own internal domestic threat.

The IRA (Ireland Republican Army) insurgency:

The IRA wanted Ireland as an independent state from the UK. So they began an insurgency in the 1980s-90s wherein they would target the British Army using guerilla tactics to gain independence from the Queen of England. They would send their women and children to go outside 'and do grocery shopping' whereas in reality they would be sending them as spies to find out the locations and weaponry of the British Army soldiers who were standing at strategic locations.

The women and children would then inform the IRA cells (family) members who would then plant booby traps in the directions where the British soldiers would go or in the buildings the British were present. IRA members would also send homemade mail bombs to the British army HeadQuartes, or to enemy British politicians so that when they opened the letter, *boom* - and the person was killed with a small explosion. It was easier for the Irish to import weapons and explosives from abroad because Ireland is surrounded by the sea, so weapons could be smuggled and 'shipped' to them from many shipping and cargo routes by sea. They would then use these weapons and explosives to creatively fight back against the British.
The IRA did not limit their war to the British army alone, but to the entire British system. They wanted to weaken Britain in any way they could. So economic targets were also important to them too. They would target anything British within Ireland, and they would try to get into Britain by any means so they could cause havoc and terror there. If they could target London with a terrorist or ‘economy disruption’ attack, they considered that best because it was the heart of Britain and disrupting life there would cause a state of emergency, people would not go to work out of fear, and as a result there would be huge financial losses for Britain as a whole. Their tactics were endless to sabotage Britain and weaken it. One IRA guerilla expert told the IRA members to put about 100kg of butter on an uphill part of a busy train track, this would cause the butter to melt and the first train which tried to go uphill on that track would get stuck or slip and fall, causing the Rail and Transport industry to halt entirely in that busy area. It would then take a few days for it to be cleansed and fixed, and other trains would not travel there either = millions of pounds of financial loss for Britain in its Train Transport industry through just 100kg of butter. Other tactics included to wear masks for anonymity and burn tires and light a big fire in middle of a busy train track to halt all trains from passing through.

The IRA were ruthless and their guerilla campaign caused alot of military and economic losses for the UK throughout the 90s. This made the Mi5 and Mi6 (the British Intelligence agencies) work on overload, always afraid and in search of the next terror attack.

90s - the Islamic Jihad Revival in Europe:

While the IRA continued to fight the British and kept their Intelligence agencies busy, some Arab men who had trained and fought in the Afghan Jihad were entering the West as refugees. They did not have security in their home countries. Some had come to preach the successes of the Afghan Jihad while others had been sent by Osama bin Ladin. Surely these weren’t a threat to the West, they were merely a nuisance at most. What could a few Arabs in the West do to fight and defeat the Western world power?

Quite alot, really.

People like Abu Qataadah al-Filistini was a shaykh who had sought refuge in the UK (Britain) against the tyrannical government in Jordan. He -a Palestinian Arab- would wear Afghan clothes out of pride in the Afghan Islamic people’s victory over the Soviet superpower and tell people about the events and miracles which occurred in Khorasan (Afghanistan). He would also talk about Jihads’ which were taking place in the 90s in the Muslim world as he had contacts with people in Jihad lands (including Algeria).

Abu Hamza al-Misri was a scholar who was part of the Afghan/Khorasani Jihad who entered the UK and told people about the miracles and events that occured there. All these people are well known to Muslims in the West even today due to a media war against them. Although they did not do much physical fighting, their tableegh (Conveyance of) knowledge of the armed struggle made an
awakening occur amongst the Muslim youth in the West, an awakening amongst a new generation of Muslims who had never heard about these kind of things from their immigrant parents who had come to Europe for the sole purpose of financial stability. In these mosques, they would raise money for the struggles' abroad, they would deliver lectures, and encourage young Muslims' to join the Jihads' abroad too. However, they would not directly tell the young Muslims to attack the country they were living in. This would save them from the harm of intelligence agencies who would send undercover Muslims to spy in their gatherings, but could only arrest them if they encouraged terrorism in the land they were living in.

Both these preachers were connected to an Islamic armed group only a few hundred miles away in Algeria. It was called the GIA.

The GIA (French: Group Islamique Army):

In 1991, Algeria had democratic elections and an Islamic party called the Islamic Salvation Front had the highest majority vote. They were about to win the elections. This could be the first time that an Islamic political party would take power in the Muslim world after many decades of oppression on Muslims. However, the ruling dictatorship cancelled the elections on the spot (most probably due to French pressure), and a civil war began. The GIA (Islamic Armed Group) were returnees from the Soviet Jihad in Afghanistan from the 80s, and they began a guerrilla campaign against the dictatorship throughout the 90s.

They would stay in the deserts. Here they would train and plan an insurgency, but they required weapons, but how could they get them? They were thousands of miles away from the training camps of Khorasan (Afghanistan), and the neighbouring Arab lands were too tyrannical and had spies everywhere. So how could they arm themselves? The answer was: Europe.

Jihadis' in Europe:

Many Jihad preachers and supporters who left Afghanistan came to Europe as refugees in the early 90s, and later married convert Muslim women and got permanent stay where they lived. Countries with the biggest Jihadi populations in Europe were; Belgium, France, and later the UK.

The Jihad preachers and supporters in the West took advantage of the different laws within each country. In the early 90s, many went to Belgium (located: North of France) due to its relaxed laws against supporting armed groups. However, once the Belgium government found out there were many Jihadis' there, it made stricter laws against them so many fled to the UK where the laws were also soft (this would change in the 2000s). France has a huge Muslim Arab population, and they knew that many Arab Jihadis' from the GIA were in their country. They would try to arrest them but many of the leaders who inspired the youth were in the UK. But the UK would not hand the preachers over to France because the preachers had not broken any laws in the UK. This caused the European intelligence agencies to be bitter against each other in the early to mid-90s.
European Arabs -90s:

Many Arab fighters who had trained in Algeria or Afghanistan lived in France and Belgium. This was because France and Belgium have a big Arab population, and France is close to Morocco (neighbouring Algeria) by sea. The reason why France feared these men was because they knew these Arabs in France were originally from the Islamic Maghrib (Algeria/Morocco etc.), so it was possible they had ties to the GIA in Algeria. Their ties to armed groups would be stronger compared to others lands (ie. UK whose majority Muslim population are originally from South Asia which is thousands of miles away from the Afghan [South Asian] Jihad) whereas French Muslims were only a short distance from Algeria by sea. So the French-Arab ties to the Algerian Jihad would be stronger in Europe.

It was true, the GIA had a presence within France, but in the early 90s they did not commit any terrorist attacks there. Their priority was much greater - they would use Europe as a safehaven and organise everything for the GIA in Europe; from logistics to propaganda (sharing their news around the world). They would print magazines -the infamous al-Ansar magazine- for the Jihad in Algeria and post it around the Muslim world to the different preachers.

They would also do another thing - they would receive donations from supporters in Europe and with them donations buy weapons for the GIA. From where? From Europe, and transport them into the Islamic Maghrib. They would buy the weapons and then take them to a car mechanic who worked for them, who would dismantle the car and place the cash and weapons inside the cars (deep in the interior framework) and fix the car back together again. These cars would then be driven by GIA members pretending to be natives going on a holiday from France to Spain, and from Spain by Ferry (ship) to Morocco, and from Morocco into Algeria. A middle-person would then collect the car in Morocco and take it to the location of the fighters who would receive the car, dismantle it and extract what was inside. This is how they smuggled weapons from France to Algeria.

It's important to note that this was when a war was taking place in Algeria in the 90s. No doubt, if a war in Europe is to spark in the future, this whole process will be reversed and weapons will be smuggled in a similar way from the Islamic Maghrib into the heart of Europe...
Ali Abdul Saoud Mohamed – the double agent:

After the Soviets had been defeated in 1989, Osama bin Laden had started to make the Al Qa’idat ul-Jihad (the Foundation Base for the Jihad) organisation [read ebook: Black Flags from the East for more info. on its beginnings]. He needed to make an armed force of dedicated Muslim fighters who could excel in every art of warfare. To achieve this, Osama bin Laden and Ayman al-Dhawahiri sent some people to the West whose role would be to play the role as double agents for Al Qa’idah (AQ) Central. They sent an experienced officer called Ali Abdul Saoud Mohamed who would work in the CIA and American army. Ali Abdul Saoud Mohamed is an interesting character because he was open to the CIA about his Islam, and that actually made them trust him more than if he had hidden his religion (note: this was in the 90s so times were different then.) They told him to teach them about Islam so they could figure out what Al Qa’idah as an organisation was, so he told them about Islam in lectures. While doing this, he started to play his role as a double agent. His role would be to ‘steal’ Field Training Manuals of the American army and translate them to Arabic and then forward the secrets back to Al Qa’idah in Afghanistan.

These manuals (which contained knowledge of explosives, Special Forces techniques like hostage taking, hijacking planes [which was useful for 9/11 etc) would then be taught in the Training camps in Afghanistan and Sudan, which explains why some of the elite fighters of Al Qa’idah and related armed groups (including experienced Islamic State fighters [some who also trained in Afghan] have training and skills of American and UK Special Forces.

In 1998, AQ began bombing campaigns on different American embassies in the world. Due to Ali Abdul Saoud being a Muslim, the Americans had some suspicion on him. His house was raided and the translations of the stolen Field Manuals were found. He was later arrested and imprisoned [and probably still is imprisoned now]. But his job had already been done, he had given the secrets of America to AQ and made it into a lethal armed force equivalent to the Special Forces of the West!

Training in the Camps included:
- Running and navigating in the darkness of the night.
- Studying all types of guns, info. about them such as what bullets they use, the distance it can shoot, and what it can shoot. How to assemble them, clean them and how to fire them.
- How to use/assemble/fire mortars and bombs, explosives, land mines etc.
- How to make their own bombs from home made materials like urine (containing: ammonia), batteries and bleach. (all these when heated are dangerous because they release dangerous flammable gases.)
- How to survive torture if captured by an enemy. How to stay quiet no matter how much you are tortured, and how to trick and lie to your enemy in your groups' favour.
Mid 90s, and Europeans Training in Afghan:

The Muslim youth heard about the miracles in the 80s Afghanistan Jihad from their preachers, now they wanted to experience the miracles themselves. Many youth from Finsbury mosque (in London) would stay and listen to the lectures of Abu Hamza al-Misri about Jihad. Many would even sleep in sleeping bags in the Mosque and become extremely loyal to the Jihadi cause which was being preached there. There are some reports to suggest the youth in Finsbury mosque trained and did exercises in the mosque, In the late 90s, the British intelligence found out that Abu Hamza was preaching Jihadi discussions in Finsbury mosque, and pressure was applied on the Mosque committee to prevent him from preaching or praying in the mosque. As a result, Abu Hamza was not allowed to preach or pray in the mosque, so instead he would stand outside the mosque and preach to his loyal followers there.

Young men who were loyal to the Abu Hamza could get a Tazkiyah (a Letter signed by Abu Hamza) and a phone number which they could use when flying to Pakistan, when landing there they could call the number and they would be linked to an address of a person who would meet them and take them to the training camps in Afghanistan. The men who trained in these camps would return to the UK and Europe, but many did not actually fight a Jihad in Afghanistan because it was a civil war (Muslim groups fighting each other.)
Bosnian Jihad:

In the Spring of 1994, suddenly the Bosnian Jihad erupted, and the Muslims in Europe heard of the cries of the Muslims. In the Srebrenica massacre - 50,000 Bosnian Muslim women had been raped in camps by atheist Serbs, men would be tied up and shot in concentration camps for no reason except that they are Muslims (note: many Bosnians were non-practising Muslims and looked almost identical to other Caucasian [White] Europeans) but the mere fact that they were Muslims made the Serbs massacre them and Christian Europe watched on without caring.

This was the perfect opportunity for the European Muslims to rise, they could now join the fight and experience the miracles the Mujahideen in Afghanistan had experienced against the Soviet Atheist Russians. Hundreds of Muslim youth from Europe and Arab lands rushed to defend their fellow brothers and sisters in Bosnia.

Many South Asian (Pakistani, Bengali) and Muslim converts went from the UK to join the Jihad in Bosnia.

From France and Belgium and the Netherlands, many Maghribi Arabs joined the Jihad in Bosnia.

From Italy, many Arab youth and Imams’ went to join the Jihad in Bosnia.

These Muslims felt frustrated that the United Nations did nothing as Bosnian Muslims were being massacred in a holocaust. Horrendous crimes of murder and mass rape were taking place and the UN just sat back and watched. (similar to what is happening now in Syria.)

As the Mujahideen fought against the Serbs in the Bosnian Jihad, they began to gain alot of successes. They were able to take hold of alot of territory and repel the aggression of the Serbs. Weapons from Eastern Europe would flow into Bosnia in huge amounts for both sides in the conflict. As the religious Muhajireen (emigrant) Muslims mixed with the Bosnian people, a new generation of Caucasian (White) Muslims rose who would become more religious and sincere in faith and armed struggle. However, due to the huge successes of the Mujahideen, the United Nations realised that if they did not stop the Jihad, Mujahideen would keep taking more land, keep expanding and establish an Islamic State within the heart of Europe! So they forced a ceasefire through the "Dayton Accords" between both sides to stop the armed conflict. They claimed they were helping the Bosnian people, but they were lying and only afraid of the Islamic emirate.

The Arab and emigrant Muslims' who had fought to defend the Bosnian Muslims settled and married into the Bosnian people, waiting to see if clashes would re-begin. If they started again, they would be the first to defend the Bosnian Muslims. The Arab and Islamic Mujahideen began marrying the Bosnian Muslim women because many Bosnian men did not want to marry them. They felt the women were raped and had half-Serbian children in their wombs, and they could not bear to look after the children of the enemy. The Arab Muslim men however thought ahead, they felt that they would marry the Muslim Bosnian women to save their dignity, and raise their half-Bosnian/half-Serb
children who would grow up to be the cause of the Serbs' destruction. The Serbs' who raped the Muslim women of Bosnia had fathered their own (future) death!

A long term peace was enforced in Bosnia and a 'democratic' president was selected for the Bosnian state. The Mujahideen were saddened that their efforts had gone to waste and fallen in the hands of someone who didn't rule by Islamic laws, so they separated themselves within Bosnia and had their own towns where they applied Islamic laws. The ruler did not say anything to them because he appreciated how they had helped the Bosnian Muslims. However, as the years passed by (late 90s, early 2000s), the UN was still afraid of these former Mujahideen. Europe and the USA began to demand the Bosnian government hand over the emigrant (Muhajireen) Muslims to them. Some fled, others were caught and sent to secret torture dungeons. Others fled to lands further East like Chechnya where a Jihad would begin under the leadership of al-Khattab.

The youth from the West who went to the Bosnian Jihad came back to their home countries once the Dayton Accords took place. They would return back to tell their stories and the miracles they had experienced there. "In the Hearts of Green Birds" and "Under the Shades of Swords" are two audio cassettes (downloadable MP3s on Kalamullah.com) which told stories of martyrs in Bosnia. The brother who narrates the stories in the audios has an English accent and sounds of South Asian (Pakistani/English) origin.

Each generation would have a new Jihad to talk about, to keep the memories fresh in the minds of the Muslims'. Many of the returnees of the Bosnian Jihad were not arrested by the security services because they were not considered a threat within Europe (the IRA was the biggest threat to the UK in the 90s.) The Muslims were merely a nuisance. It was within these critical years that the Jihadi propaganda in Europe would grow even more.

**GIA Continued – Revenge against France – (mid to late 90s)**

During this time period, the GIA began to move its operations into France due to its involvement in supporting the Algerian regime against the GIA in Algeria. The GIA felt they had to seek revenge to deter France from getting involved with Algeria. In December 1994, the GIA hijacked Air France Flight 8969, which was due to fly from Algiers to Paris, they aimed to crash the plane into the Eiffel tower and make a spectacular explosion to show the world their cause. However they were tricked into flying to Marseilles instead (because they didn’t know how to fly planes), when they landed - the French Special Forces raided the plane and killed all the GIA hijackers.

In 1995 – GIA members in France conducted a series of bombings in France trains, they also fired at the police and would go into hiding. On the 26th of August 1995, during the bombing campaign in France, a gas bottle equipped with a detonation system was found near the Paris-Lyon TGV railway. The device had not exploded, and was found to be similar to the one which had been set off on the 25th of July in the Saint-Michel RER station. Fingerprints of Khaled Kelkal were found on the bomb, and a search for him began. His
picture was displayed in public places all over France. On 29 September 1995, after a search in the forest of Malval near Lyon, Kelkal was found in a place called "La Maison Blanche." Initially, Kelkal was shot in the leg, but he aimed a pistol at the gendarmes, who opened fire and killed him.

The beginning of: The New World Order & the fall of the GIA:

In 1998, the New World Order was beginning to take place, and European countries began to work together in fighting against Islam. Near the World Cup in 1998, France in collaboration with other European countries launched a vast preventive operation against the GIA. About 100 alleged members of the group were arrested throughout Europe. In Belgium, security forces seized weapons, detonators and forged identity papers. On 11 June 1999, the GIA announced a jihad on French territory in a threatening letter addressed to the media.

However, this Jihad did not gain much success due to previous failures and mass arrests of its members. The GIA’s Algerian arm had been severely weakened due to; the Algerian regime’s infiltration of the group, which caused distrust amongst the leadership and infighting. Huge numbers of civilians would be killed by the Algerian regime death squads which disguised themselves under the GIA label which would make the group lose a huge amount of popular support. It’s European and French version had also considerably weakened due to mass arrests of hundreds of members and preachers within Europe in the New World Order.

As the GIA began to fight in France, the houses of GIA members began to get raided and many of its members in France were imprisoned, which weakened both the French and Algerian networks of the GIA. The Algerian branch had by now been infiltrated by the Algerian secret services, and many leaders of the movement started to distrust each other. Now, in the late 90s, the GIA had become a weak force who was busy infighting, the public were now against it (due to secret services pretending to be the GIA and killing innocent people to make the GIA look evil). Finally in 1998, the GIA became recognised as al-Khawarij (extreme) group amongst Muslims for making the killing of the masses of Algerian Muslims halal (permissible). This caused the group to argue and divide into many splintered groups, one of which would be: The Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC) – one of their mottos was that they would not kill innocent civilians. In the 2000s, this group would pledge allegiance to Osama ibn Laden and become Al Qa’idah Islamic Maghrib (AQIM.) [We have discussed in the ebook: Black Flags from Arabia that this group formed into the African movement of Al-Murabitoun.] In late 2014, a subgroup from AQIM would pledge loyalty to the Islamic State.
2001-2009 – finding the terrorist in the haystack:

After September 11th 2001, America would invade both Afghanistan and Iraq. These wars wouldn’t just change the Islamic world only, but would also change the way the minority Muslims felt about living in the Western world. The British made an agreement with the IRA (Ireland Republican Army) that their demands for independence in Southern Ireland would be met, but they would have to stop their attacks on Britain (UK). The IRA agreed, and now the UK (Britain) could focus its full efforts on the new enemy in the New World Order – the Muslim terrorists.

The Western intelligence agencies began to change their laws and co-operate together to capture and lock up the preachers who were the most outspoken within the 90s. Groups and organisations made by the preachers were closed down and banned. Spies and listening devices were installed in the Muslim mosques and community centres everywhere.

The Western intelligence agencies were baffled and didn’t know what to do for many years since there were millions of Muslims in the West, how could they find who the terrorist was from them? How could they find the needle in the haystack? Their agenda was to capture potential terrorists (usually Muslim men between their 20s-40s) who would come to the West from Muslim lands. They especially feared youth who had gone on holiday to the Muslim world from the West, assuming they had gone to Training camps in the mountains of Afghan-Pak, Iraq, or Southern Yemen (Abyan province), or the deserts of Algeria (all these places have an Al Qa’idah presence).

Anyone from the millions of Muslims in the West could be a suspect, the average Muslim with a beard was not necessarily the person they were looking for (since many AQ members captured in Muslim lands had shaven their beards for deception and hiding their devout Muslim identity.)

As the Internet became more mainstream within most Western Muslim households, Islamic lectures were uploaded onto well designed sites to promote the speeches of the preachers who came from Jihad zones in the 90s. People who didn’t even know who the preachers were would listen to them out of curiosity.
Abu Mus‘ab al-Suri:

Some Mujahideen who had fought in Afghanistan in the 80s and 90s also settled in the West. Abu Mus‘ab al-Suri (pictured) was one of these men who would play a major role in the 2001-2010 Jihad period. He had green eyes and a white face, which maked him look German, and therefore not suspicious like other Muslim immigrants. He studied the arts of guerrilla warfare indepth in Spain, and in the late 90s returned to Afghanistan. He would distribute his research, works and make videos on guerrilla warfare techniques (which are on Archive.org in Arabic) and he would even make his own training camp there.

After September 11th 2001, American jets destroyed the HQ's (HeadQuarters) of the Jihadi leadership, and also the training camps in the mountains of Afghanistan. The Arab and even Afghan Mujahideen all scattered, no-one knew what to do because even the leadership had gone into hiding. Abu Mus‘ab fled to neighbouring Pakistan like many of the Arab Mujahideen.

Here, he would find a solution to the dilemma of the hidden leadership and scattered Islamic fighters. He would be a future Architect of the Global Jihad after the 9/11 period. In the early 2000s, he would release an Arabic online 1,600 page book on how to begin a global Jihad through small, secretive, independent Muslim armed cells (of between 1 to 9 people in small groups) around the globe. (For example he would say that because the Training camps had been destroyed, Muslims should get hold of Field Manuals for training and should train in their own homes [courtyards of houses are big and private], in their cellars, and in the isolated places like jungles, deserts etc. And if they use ‘walkie-talkie’ radios, they should use words and language similar to the police so there is no suspicion if their communications are intercepted [police will think other police are communicating and not terrorist individuals.]). These small groups would be independent and do their own guerrilla/sabotage attacks to cause instability in enemy territory, and could even do basic attacks like causing fires (called: wildfires) in forests (as happened in Australia) to waste government resources and therefore weaken them financially.

This 1600 page book (called: "The Global Islamic Resistance") would play a critical role in the survival of the Jihad cause in both Iraq and Afghanistan between the years 2004-2011.

It was during this time when Abu Mus‘ab al-Suri was hiding in the city of Quetta in Pakistan neighbouring Afghanistan when he would be kidnapped by the Pakistani army in 2005 and sent off to the Americans who would deport him to the dungeons of the Syrian Bashar al-Assad regime. Some say he is still in the Syrian torture dungeons right now as I write this (January 2015), while
others say he may have died within the dungeons because nothing has been reported of him since his rendition in the Syrian torture jails since 2005.

However, what we do know is that his stay in Europe in the 90s was his safety place where he was able to do sufficient research to make his 1600 page book which would allow the global Jihad to survive within the entire 2000-2010 years period. Without him, many of the Jihadi movements around the Muslim world would not be able to start up.

**Western Online Muslims:**

During the mid 2000s, In the Western Muslim online world, lectures continued to be uploaded online, so preachers like Anwar al-Awlaki became a known speaker to every Muslim household. In his earliest days of preaching, he was like an average Western Muslim wanting to give dawah (invitation to Islam). However, as he saw the atrocities in the Muslim world by the West, he would go abroad and see Al Qa'idah in Yemen, who lived close to his home province of Shabwah. There he would hear their message of a global Jihad.

He would be imprisoned within this time period in Yemen (2004-2006), later he would be released and he would preach to the Muslims’ of the new Jihad call. He became so popular amongst the Arabs that even Osama bin Laden wanted to see his CV! And he was about to be elected as a leader of AQAP (Al Qa’idah Arabian Peninsula). However he was killed in a drone strike, it was during this exact time period when his lectures became the most famous and widespread. While the West was busy capturing and killing Muslims abroad, Muslims who did not even know of the Jihads’ abroad were sitting in their homes in the West, being inspired through hearing the lectures of the martyrs, such as Anwar al-Awlaki.

The Western policy makers had to play a powerful balancing act. They would fight the Muslim world while trying to stop Muslims from becoming 'radicalised' and reactionary violent. This was almost impossible, so they came up with a clever plan. They would begin to divide Muslims in the media as 'extremists' (who supported Jihad) and 'moderates.' (those who didn't). Preachers like Abu Hamza and Abu Qatada in the mid 2000s were given no mercy in the New World Order, they would be deported to America and Jordan and be imprisoned.

In the mid 2000s, some people tried to make AQ (Al Qa'idah) brands within the heart of Europe, but they were arrested. However, many lone wolf attempts by AQ inspired individuals were attempted during the mid to late 2000s, many which were foiled and the Muslim arrested.

The European authorities also decided to ban 'extremist preachers' from coming into Europe. Their idea was quite simple, ban anyone who speaks in the name of 'conservative Islam.' People like Bilal Philips, Muhammad al-Arifi were banned from entering Europe, but little did the governments know that this idea would be a total failure. People like Bilal Philips were against violence already and considered almost any Jihad after the Soviet (80s) Jihad illegitimate, so they were infact banning the
preachers who were speaking against modern day Jihad and making fairly 'moderate' (non-Jihadi) Muslims feel even more alienated from their governments.

**Shariah4Europe groups:**

Islamic preachers like Abu Hamza, Abu Qatada and were famous in the 90s but imprisoned in the mid 2000s. Omar Bakri Muhammad would take over and in the mid 2000s made a group called al-Muhajiroun (the Emigrants) which would consist of 3rd generation Muslims. They would protest against the Western governments’ unjust foreign policies in Muslim lands, and they would tell the people that Islam is the only solution for problems in the Western world. They were clear in their call and unapologetic, they were not shy to tell people about hellfire and paradise, and that Islamic Laws are superior. In effect, they were making an ideological group in Europe whose message was clear – that in Europe - only Islam can be the highest.

Omar Bakri Muhammad would also be arrested, saddened by their teachers’ imprisonment, these Muslims felt alienated and alone, and felt it was their duty to carry on preaching the message of the scholars imprisoned. Students of Omar Bakri Muhammad and Abu Hamza who carried on preaching their message now include the likes of Anjem Choudhary (pictured), Mizanur Rahman (@AbuBaraa), Abu Waleed (@AbuWaleedUK), Abu Rumaysah etc.

The Western governments banned the al-Muhajiroun group. The groups followers complained that they were only expressing freedom of speech. After the arrest of ‘hate preachers’ and their organisations (like al-Muhajiroun) in the West, Anjem Choudhary and other European followers renamed their groups under a new title, "Shariah4UK", "Shariah4Belgium" etc. these groups were the same as al-Muhajiroun but were simply renamed, there leaders alot more 'clever' in their techniques than the previous generation. They would call for the re-establishment of the Islamic Law
within Europe where they lived, but they did not call for anything illegal. People like Anjem Choudhary were lawyers before they were practising Muslims, so they knew how the law works. Everyday they would study the latest version of the Anti-Terrorism Act [Law], and then call for Islamic law while staying within the guidelines of the British and Western law. This way, they could never be doing anything illegal while fulfilling the obligation of calling for Islam to be the highest. They would use the 'freedom of expression' given to them to spread their beliefs. This put the European governments in a big dilemma...

“They are using our own freedoms against us” - (European politician)

How could they stop an unapologetic version of Islam from being spread in the heart of Europe, while the preachers stay within the law? They could make the laws more harsher, but then they will be exposed for preventing 'freedom of speech'. They can make laws specifically targeting Muslims, but even more Muslims will get alienated and become violent 'extremists.'

These 'Shariah4Europe' groups were explicit in their Tableegh (Conveying knowledge) that Islam should be superior. But this is exactly how the Messengers' of God were too. They ignored the petty insults people threw at Islam in the media, and continued to show the high lofty standards of Islam and its superiority over other ways of life (ideologies). This is what frustrated the disbeliever leaders in the days of old and even now. So what could they do??

So they plotted a new plot. If the Muslims were going to make 'Shariah groups' which stay within the law, then they too will make 'Anti-Shariah groups' which stay within the law. So rich anti-Islam people began funding far-right groups in different parts of the world whose only main focus is to fight Islam while staying within the guidelines of the law of the land. The English Defense League (EDL) and BritainFirst groups were formed in the UK, and many far-rights groups which were specifically against Islam began to rise in different countries, especially in Europe.

All groups would begin their own 'peaceful protests' to promote their agenda.

Islamic groups would do peaceful protests calling for Shari’ah (Islamic Law) to be superior. They knew it was impossible at this stage for that to happen, but they felt that normal Da’wah (inviting people to Islam) was not having any major effect in removing the evils of society. Public protests would give an opportunity for the media to show why Muslims feel Islamic Shari’ah is superior to other man made laws. Shariah4Europe type groups also began 'Shariah Patrols' where they stopped vice (evils) with 'their hands or speech' in the streets instead of merely 'hating it in the heart' (which is 'the lowest of faith' according to Prophetic sayings). In simple terms, these groups felt that changing the society was a necessary obligation no matter where a people lived (because the world belongs to God), even if they were in the heart of Europe. Because this was the ways of the Prophets - to speak out against the wrongs of the ruling class and to forbid evil.

To counter this, 'peaceful protests' by Anti-Islamic groups would also take place near Mosques and
'halal' meat stores. Emotional speeches would be given which would entice many of the young hot-headed EDL (English Defence League) members to attack mosques, sometimes enticing the ex-army members to attack Muslim women, or to make nail bombs to attack mosques etc.

In simple words, a clash of civilizations was occurring. A neo-Nazi order was forming in Europe as a reaction to real political Shari'ah-Islam.

The future of Europe would be a violent one, until - 'you will raid/attack Rome, and Allah will enable you to conquer it.'
Europe - the new dark era:

After 10 years of costly wars in Afghanistan and Iraq (2003-2013), and ever since the Austerity measures and Economic depression in Europe, many Europeans have become poor and frustrated. They want to release their anger, but they don't know how or where.

The economic depression started because major banks gave mortgage contracts to alot of people, knowing well the people could not pay it back in their lifetimes (they wanted people to keep people in a lifetime of debt to the bank).

The banks gave out so much money contracts, that they did not get much in return (people couldn't afford it). During the same time, the governments were too busy fighting failed wars in Muslim lands and falling into trillions of Euros of debt. This caused the economy to crash.

As a result, the governments started to tax people higher amounts of money to payback the banks (who had caused all this problem in the first place). Higher tax rates meant the poorer population (even those previously not in debt) would be forced to pay more money to the governments as Tax - who would then pay the banks (which belong to the rich) – to make the economy stable again. That is what Austerity measures means.

(Austerity can be compared to a criminal robbing someone in the street, then he (the criminal) sues you for it, and the government supports him [I know it sounds absurd, but this is exactly what happened.]).

As thousands of people protested against the Austerity measures over the years in Europe, they were ignored by their governments, and many became angry.

The rich 'elite' who owned the banks also had control over the main media channels and news outlets. They knew people were angry, but how could they remove the attention from themselves? How could they channel peoples anger in a different direction?

Blame immigration and the poor:

As more Europeans got frustrated at the banks and governments Austerity measures, the news outlets began a new campaign - blame the poor and immigrants in society. Instead of blaming the rich who stole the most wealth through Austerity taxes, the new attention would be on the poor who got Benefit money for disabilities, or immigrants who were 'stealing all the jobs.' This was a sly and clever technique because it would cause the society to be divided instead of united, and if divided - they would fight amongst each other instead of the leadership and rich (who had really stole everything.)
Now that the Middle-class and working-class people were arguing amongst each other, many immigrants would try to integrate to show they were part of the society.

An increasing amount of practising Muslims however still felt alienated. They felt their voices were not being heard and they felt they were being misrepresented. As a result, they began to convey the message of Islam and did good community service acts, hoping the media would present them in a good light.

The practising Muslims looked different, and acted different to the rest of society. They were also calling to a different ideology which threatened the existence of the banks and financial 'elite'. The best way for the financial ‘elite’ to save themselves was to turn the masses of people against the immigrants who didn’t integrate, and the growing anger of the European people against Muslims was the perfect opportunity.

Far-right racist groups would be funded by racist rich people. These groups would start off as people who were against immigration. However, their leaders were paid to oppose Islam especially. Being slaves to the highest bidder, they would now rally people against Islam.

The new era isn’t about which country’s leader you are, puppet leaders are now irrelevant. The new types of leaders are charismatic people with a sweet tongue who win the hearts of people and lead ‘tribes’ of people. They have followers because they are influential and have funding and money to unite people under a cause. (This is one of the reasons why America was droning charismatic leaders of Al Qa’idah in Afghanistan in 2012-13.)

These charismatic leaders of right-wing groups would start to recruit more people to their causes, and protests, and would therefore receive even more funding. People who were normally neutral would start to receive their propaganda and start accepting it. The news media outlets would spread news that Muslim males were making ‘grooming gangs’ which abuse ‘white girls’, which would make even more people join the right-wing groups.

In essence, the right wing groups within Europe would continue to grow over the coming years, and Muslims would be considered their number 1 enemy...
Maybe most Moslems peaceful, but until they recognize and destroy their growing jihadist cancer they must be held responsible.

1/10/15, 1:07 PM

14 RETWEETS  8 FAVORITES

CDM @RWSurferGirl  ·  23h
Our solution to all our problems is to deport all Muslims and Liberals and seal the borders NOW. #tcot

After the fall of Granada in 1492, Islam was made illegal in Spain and hundreds of thousands of Muslims were forced to hide their Islamic beliefs and practices throughout the 16th century. They were eventually all expelled from Spain in 1609.

Facebook.com/LostIslamicHistory

Buddy @Hers48  ·  Nov 19
"@LordJPrescott: what a great idea: islam made illegal in parts of europe with muslims expelled. pic.twitter.com/LgLHzzS8Rl" @eagle_1003 PEACE!
Muslims praying in the streets of France: Many Muslims feel happy that the world can see Muslims praying united and feel its good dawah (inviting to Islam), however the far right racist parties see this same picture as a threat, and as a sign that Muslims will take over the streets of Europe.

In the Twitter post below, a far right group is claiming there are Muslim only áreas in Europe which non Muslims feel scared to go into, and claim that Muslims are making a State (the Caliphate) within Sweden.

Political Correctness: The perils of multiculturalism and open borders have reached critical mass in Sweden. There are Muslim enclaves where postal, fire and other essential services — even police officers themselves — require police protection.

A police report released last month identifies 55 of these “no-go zones” in Sweden. These zones are similar to others that have popped up in Europe in recent years. They formed as large Muslim populations emigrating to politically correct and tolerant European states refuse to assimilate and set up virtual states within a state where the authorities fear to tread.

Lance Randall @2 Idcasaical \ Nov 11
CALIPHATE IN EUROPE: Sweden Cedes Control of Muslim Areas
news.investors.com/ibd-editorials... #Caliphate #Sweden #Muslims #Islam
pic.twitter.com/qiviZlrcG6
The far right parties in Europe fear that Muslims have a global agenda to take over Europe by having more children, so that by 2050 – the majority of the population in Europe will be Muslims.
e-petition

Allow a public vote to Ban Islam in the U.K

Responsible department: Department for Communities and Local Government

I strongly believe that the British public should have the right to vote if Islam should be allowed to continue in the U.K just as Scotland was given the opportunity to vote for its independence.

Followers will not integrate into British society but instead demand the country they now reside
A brother received this letter and the police won't do anything about it...

#Islamophobia

Note: the racist person who wrote the letter is hinting that he will hurt the child and wife of the Muslim man, and it is anonymous so the Muslim does not know who sent it.
As soon as serious policy changes began taking place to prevent the spread of terrorist/radical material in Europe, and neo-Nazi racist groups increasingly grew in number, the Jihad in Syria would begin, this would be the lifeline for oppressed Muslims all around the world...
2011+ - The Syrian Jihad – which changed the world:

It was 2011, the Syrian revolution started and hundreds of thousands of Sunnis’ were massacred, a new generation of Muslims in the West would become radicalised. (We see that after every decade, the spirit of Jihad arose in a new generation of young Muslims.) Many Muslims watched on and felt alienated from their Western governments who were hypocritical in not helping ordinary civilians who were being massacred in Syria. So when the Islamic groups rose against the Syrian regime, they became the heroes in the sight of the Muslims and these Western Muslim supporters were increasingly becoming -per Western standards- ‘radicalised’. Muslims who were only kids during the times of Al Qa’idah’s peak, and the Iraqi and Afghani Jihad in the early-mid 2000s would be the Syrian Jihad’s staunchest supporters.

Europeans go to Syria:

Many young Sunni Muslims from Europe would go in Aid convoys to Syria to help the oppressed Syrians who had been abandoned by the entire world. They would provide them humanitarian aid, and give them moral support. Some would even join armed groups there similar to how the earlier generation had defended Bosnia. Many of them simply wanted the war to end, for peace to prevail, and for the Syrian Muslims to live a safe life without Bashar al-Assad being a dictator over them. However, as hundreds of thousands of innocent people were killed by Bashar, the West could not justify Bashar’s stay in power, but they were also uncertain about how the strongest [Islamic] fighting groups in Syria would rule after his removal. So they simply waited, hoping to see a clearer perspective on who could win the war. Depending on who the victor was, they would plan accordingly.

The Islamic State re-awoke within the midst of this Syrian war, after the exit of American troops from Iraq in 2010. Many of the Muslim emigrants who came to help the Syrians joined the Islamic State. Sunni armed groups who were being funded by Arab regimes were paid to fight the Islamic State instead of the real enemy Bashar al Assad, so the Islamic State fought back. The Western powers would not get involved in physical ground combat because they had just withdrawn from a failed war in Iraq (their public wouldn’t be happy with it.) This opportunity gave the Islamic State to grow stronger, with more fighters and more territory and resources as the world watched on.

Those who had left Europe to join the Islamic State would now be able to help other Europeans’ get into Syria. They would give them Tazkiyah (recognition of ‘purity’ from being a spy or agent). The Tazkiyah meant that the fighter of the Islamic State in Syria trusted his friend to join the Islamic State. As a result, thousands of new generation Muslims from Europe and from around the world were able to get into Syria and train in the Training camps of the Islamic State. Here they could learn basic armed/shooting combat, assassination techniques, how to make explosives from homemade materials etc.
The European intelligence agencies began to get afraid. They had gained huge successes in preventing attacks similar to September 11th 2001 in the past 10 years, but now they would have to start all over again. Except this time, the Europeans who had left for Syria were unknown to them. They did not have records of which people had left their countries, which would make it harder to
track them if/when they came back. They also did not know which people had trained in the training camps, or if the person had simply gone on an Aid convoy only. Due to this, in late 2013 - they decided to arrest anyone who went to Syria, even if he had simply gone on humanitarian aid. They could then interrogate them to find out what activities they had done there. Many people were genuinely just aid workers, so they were freed. However in 2014, even going on Aid convoys required a lot of searches and checks by the authorities. This put off a lot of Aid workers who felt afraid, and fewer volunteers went to help. Meanwhile, the Islamic State would grow stronger during this period, so Western intelligence agencies started to arrest anyone who returned from Syria, accusing him of being a foreign fighter.

This pressure caused a lot of foreign fighters to return evasively, they would try to hide their return. Many just wanted to return back to their families to live a normal life. To get back home safely, they would avoid using main big city airplanes (because they have too much security checks) and they would go to small airports with less security checks. Some would use different means of transport like ships/ferries, or leave Syria by foot and go into Turkey. From Turkey they would go by car through all of Europe and back to their home country.

The intelligence agencies caught onto this, they knew that once you are in the European Union – it is easy to get to any European country without needing a passport. So the security officials began to increase their border security and increased patrols so that cars could be searched between each country to see if a Muslim was carrying any weapons with him. Some were arrested...

@Hegghammer 3h

Up to 5, 000 Europeans joined jihad, Europol chief says (euobserver.com/news/127202)
Europe's fear of returning fighters:

By 2010, Europe and the West was close to winning the 'war on terror' in the West because it was able to stop most major terror attacks from taking place within their home countries. They had mastered the art of counter-terror by being on the offensive instead of just the defensive. They would do this by doing 'sting-operations' whereby the FBI would send agent provocateurs whose job would be to entice young Muslim men to do a terror attack. These Al Qa‘idah inspired young men were angry at what the West was doing to Muslims, so they foolishly followed the FBI agents plan of planting an explosive somewhere. The FBI agent would even help them to buy the device. As soon as he was about to detonate the device, it wouldn't work (it often had a missing part). Confused as to what just happened, the police would be tipped off by the FBI and raid the Muslim who had just been tricked by the agent. He would be imprisoned for 10+ years.

The Islamic State also wanted to target Europe for its continuous aggression and occupation of Muslim lands.

As soon as the Syrian Jihad begun, the Islamic State competed with other groups to capture the vast Syrian-Turkish border. All groups wanted to control this border so they could access Turkey. Turkey was strategic because it was the place where its fighters could buy equipment from, from where all foreign fighters would enter to join the Islamic State and most importantly - where its experienced fighters would leave Syria (as ‘refugees’) into Turkey, and from Turkey would enter into Europe.

[Note: many Syrian refugees were even escaping to Italy due to the civil war in Syria. No doubt, some of these refugees were undercover fighters of Al Qa‘idah and the Islamic State. They were quick to take the opportunity of entering into the different countries of Europe (most probably as early as 2012). All this was happening under the nose of the European intelligence services whose job during this time (2012) was only to prevent European Muslims from entering Syria. (This shows how quick the Islamic groups were in planning ahead. Years before Europe even knew where its Muslim citizens were going - experienced Islamic fighters had already found safety in Europe.)

While the experienced Islamic State fighters left Syria for Europe, the European Muslims who had emigrated to the Islamic State would train within the Training camps, and nobody doubted - neither the Islamic State, nor the West- that some of these trainees would be sent back to Europe to form their own secret cells to continue the Jihad and to seek revenge for the Western occupation of Muslim lands. These fighters would simply receive their training and be told to go back to their European home countries, to go into 'sleeper cell' mode until the Khalifah (Caliph) Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi ordered to start attacks in Europe.

These young Europeans had been professionally trained, and given training most specific to the context of the war they would battle within Europe. They would learn how to buy weapons, fire weapons, and how to make homemade explosives. They would learn assassination techniques, evasion (hiding from enemy) techniques, and they had real experience of Urban warfare in the streets of Syria and Iraq.

Europe and American intelligence agencies had never seen anything like this before in their war against Muslims in the West. When Al Qa‘idah was the threat (throughout the 2000s), they were looking for untrained and armed individuals who were lone wolves who were vulnerable.
Now with the Islamic State European fighters training and then quickly returning back to Europe (anytime between 2012-15), the intelligence agencies were perplexed. They thought the foreign fighter returnees to Europe would come much later, but infact a few hundred trained fighters had already secretly returned. Professionally trained armed Islamic militants who were unknown to the intelligence agencies were on the loose.

The intelligence agencies once again would now have to start another gruelling decade of finding terrorists. But these terrorists were more professional, they would have to find sleeper cells of small, independent clustered groups scattered around all of Europe. Their locations were unknown, and police raids wouldn't even have the same impact as unarmed lone wolf terrorists', because these young men were armed and able to shoot back in groups. There were small armies of the Islamic State within every country of Europe by late 2014, and the intelligence agencies didn't even know about it!

January 2015 was when these shocking secrets would be discovered, and all the world would see the depth of the Islamic State and Al Qa’idah infiltration in Europe

Next chapter: the Kouachi brothers attack Paris.
The Kouachi brothers story: 7th Jan 2015

Muslim Gunmen attacked a satirical newspaper which drew abusive pictures of Prophet Muhammad (saws).

In the mid 2000s, many lone wolves in Europe (especially Denmark) who were inspired by Al Qa’idah and Anwar al-Awlaki tried to kill those who had insulted Prophet Muhammad (saws) through offensive cartoons. However, carrying only a knife, it was almost impossible to cause any real damage to homes which were guarded with high level security, many of these lone wolves would end up being arrested.

However, on 7th January 2015, this would all change. Charlie Hebdo was a cartoonist who had also made a magazine which drew offensive cartoons about Prophet Muhammad (saws), and also of the Caliph of the Islamic State - Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.

As a result, Al Qa’idah Arabian Peninsula in their Inspire magazine had put Charlie Hebdo and the cartoonists surrounding him on a ‘kill list’ (see image from the Inspire magazine). In the following pages, we will discuss how two brothers (called the Kouachi brothers because their surname is Kouachi) worked together in Paris, France to kill the cartoonist within his own office!
THE KOUACHI EVENT:

2 men came in a car and approached Charlie Hebdo’s cartoon office. They had kalashnikovs (AK's) and a RPG (Rocket Propelled Grenade). They approached the door of the cartoon office and told a woman who worked there to type the code in and open the door for them. She did so, and hid.

They went to the 2nd floor of the building and found that all the cartoonists (who drew insulting pictures of Prophet Muhammad (saws)) were sitting together having a meeting. One of the brothers held a photo of the Targets which Al Qa’idah had put on the kill list. The men then shouted the names of the cartoonists one by one, and then shot them with single shots to the head. 10 of them were killed. The two armed men then escaped the building, but before leaving they told a woman working there to tell the media; “We are from Al Qa’idah Arabian Peninsula.”

After the attack, they went through the building and did not kill anyone who had not insulted the Prophet (saws). Some people in the office who had hid heard the brothers talk calmly amongst each other and say ‘we do not kill women’ and in another report ‘we do not kill civilians.’

Memlik Pasha @MemlikPasha
They demonstrate good fire discipline, single or double-tap targets, conserve ammo, use hand signals, move calmly, methodically.

@MemlikPasha
Gunmen in #CharlieHebdo attack appear to be wearing tactical and bulletproof vests, wielding AK-103 assault rifles
The brothers left towards their car which was a block or two away and shot a policeman on the way (out of fear he may call for backup), they went in a black car and removed their balaclavas and black clothes, while wearing normal clothes underneath, they then escaped. Some police cars came to stop them, but they shot them with their rifles (AK's) with total accuracy. They then sped ahead, abandoned their car, and hijacked another one so police could not track them. They then used this car to escape.

As they escaped, they left Paris and went North of France. For an entire day, the French secret services could not find them due to lack of any intelligence. The services could only depend on HUMINT (Human Intelligence), but there was none...

Suddenly, the secret services found an answer. The black car the brothers had abandoned had a dropped ID card of one of the brothers. They were then able to show this picture on all news media outlets so people could phone the police if the brothers were seen anywhere by the public.

8th Jan 2015: On the road of the brothers’ escape, they stopped at a petrol station to refuel their car. By now they were aware that they had lost their identity card, so the police knew how they looked like. They had Smartphones to see an update of the news which now showed their pictures all around the world. If the police knew who they looked like, it may find out which car they have through facial recognition cameras on roads, and the cameras of that petrol station.

So they decided to change their car once again for security purposes. So they hijacked another car and escaped in that onto the motorway (highway).

However, this car stealing would be reported to the police. The police knew these brothers had escaped in a stolen car already. So the police decided to follow the report where the new car had been hijacked, and they would block and seal off the motorway on the other end. The brothers became aware of this and drove into a quiet town, and entered into a printing store/factory for hiding.

The police had already narrowed their search and found the location of the stolen car (most probably through motorway number-plate recognition cameras.) The police began to surround the building in cars, helicopters and some photos even suggest tanks! Special forces would begin to surround and slowly enter the building from all sides.

The brothers approached a 26 year old owner of the printing store, held him hostage and hid in a room. The police first thought the hostage was a woman, so they thought they could take advantage of the fact that the men ‘do not kill women’. However, they were saddened when they realised the hostage was a male. If the police raided them, they may shoot him. They remained there all Friday (9/1/15) daytime, and the Special Forces waited to attack in the night. The phone signals in the locality of the building were cut off so the boys could not communicate with any other person they knew. Finally, a negotiator from the French phoned them and asked them what their demands were, they replied they would die as martyrs.
Jewish Grocery Hostage:
However, in central Paris, an African French Muslim man (Ahmed Coulibaly) had entered a Jewish grocery store and killed 4 Jews. He held the people in the store hostage and said he was associated with the Islamic State, and that the Jewish hostages with him would be killed if the Kouachi brothers were not allowed to escape from the building surrounded in North of France.

As the last hour of Friday (gmt+1) was coming to an end, the Special Forces were getting ready to start their psychological campaign in the darkness of the night by -most likely as they have done in the past- putting on loud music to disorientate them (since they would be tired after 3 days of being on the run), then to use stun grenades and then to capture them and the kidnapped 26 year old.

But suddenly to the Western Special Forces’ surprise, the brothers jumped out from their hiding places and began to shoot at the Special Forces. A huge barricade of fire was shot back and even explosions took place! Two mujahideen vs thousands of French security forces gained the martyrdom which they were seeking.

@Umm_Ayyubi: 88,000 police officers/soldiers against 2 brothers :)

Meanwhile in the Jewish grocery store, Ahmed (also called: Amedy) Coulibaly received a call from the negotiator. He had replied that he would only free the Jewish hostages if the Kouachi brothers were allowed to escape. The negotiation discussion had now ended, but for some reason Ahmad had forgot to shut his phone off. Then, to the negotiators’ surprise, Ahmed Coulibaly started to pray his Maghrib salaah (Sunset prayer). Suddenly, there were explosions outside the building by the Special forces which led to the release of the hostages. The last action of this Islamic State martyr was his prayer, less than 20 minutes after the martyrdom of the Kouachi brothers. His wife, Hayat Boumeddiene had escaped a few days before into the Islamic State for refuge via Turkey (and she is still safe there right now).

Fanwork: The Picture on the top right shows the Arab Kouachi brothers and Ahmed Coulibaly (African Muslim). The picture below it is the artists who drew offensive pictures & were killed by them.
France arrests 54 people for 'hate speech and anti-semitism' and no one for Islamophobia. #CharlieHebdo continues to publish hate speech.

Most of these attacks were; grenades thrown into mosques, arson (fire attacks), some Muslims were shot, pigs heads were put near mosques, and some people were beaten and physically attacked. The shocking thing is none of this was reported on the media headlines.
DID YOU KNOW: How Intelligence Agencies work

Intelligence agencies main job is to collect information, analyse it and produce actionable knowledge to prevent their country from a dangerous attack.

To do this, they collect knowledge from different places like phone communications/internet social media accounts/mail/spy listening devices etc.

Every person who has any type of connection with the outside world (online or offline) can be spied on. However, intelligence agencies try to focus on getting close-up information of people they consider a threat to their country.

Every person leaves traces of information of their personal life somewhere (online or offline). In the Online world, everything is saved, except what can be permanently deleted before they find it. In the offline world, your private records (such as medical history, job etc) can be traced to know more about you. The intelligence agencies have all this information available, but they will not study it unless you are caught under the radar.

Being caught under the radar:

When the intelligence agency gets a tip-off (clue) as to who or what is about to do a dangerous attack, they will look into the Online and offline records of the suspected person. Has he got a record of criminal, or suspicious activities before in his past? If yes, they will try to gather as much information about him (which is already available to them).

Connecting Networks of friends/contacts:

They will then start to look into who he communicates with and do similar searches on their history and online/offline activities.

If they find anything suspicious/activities amongst the group, they will try to see if these people are a priority. Does the intelligence agency have enough funds and workers to spy on this group of suspects? If they are really dangerous and about to commit a crime immediately, the intelligence agencies will tell the police to raid their safe houses immediately. The police will search their property for weapons, money, electronic devices etc. They would arrest the suspects and question them separately about their activities/contacts to find out more which they couldn’t find out through spying alone. If there is enough evidence to prove they were going to commit a crime, they will be found guilty and sentenced to years in jail.

Intelligence agencies depend a lot on manpower, the more people they have working in their organisation, the more spies they can send. The poorer the country, the less money they will have to pay and recruit spies. However, even poorer Muslim countries are being supported by Western intelligence agencies due to the presence of Al Qa’idah and Islamic State members within such lands.

With more technology available, it is easier for intelligence agencies to spy using spy devices instead of with real human spies.
Nearly all smartphones can be spied upon because they are connected directly to the internet. Any phone with a sim card and battery can be spied upon because a phone network signal is sent to all phones every few minutes to update the signal. When the signal is sent, spy agencies can find out where you have been travelling, and they can also tap into your phone and hear what is being said, even if your phone is off. The only time they cannot hear is if the battery is taken out, but that is why the iPhone (also known as the spy-phone) never lets you remove your battery.

Another device intelligence agencies use is placing hidden mics (and possibly also tracking devices) under cars of suspects. These mics will activate whenever the engine is switched on. Of course not every recording will be analysed by intelligence agencies (they don't have enough time or manpower), but it will be studied if the suspect is arrested on charges of terrorism.

As the Western nations get poorer, their intelligence collection agencies will continue to exist, but they simply won't have enough manpower (less jobs) to analyse it all. With less attacks in the West being group (networked) attacks and an increasing amount of lone-wolf attacks, it will be more difficult for intelligence agencies to stop an increasing amount of violence and chaos from spreading in the West.

WEB OF TERROR

Editorial by Richard Allen Greene, Florence Davey-Attlee and Scott Bronstein, graphic by Inez Torre / CNN

Graphic shows the links between the Paris suspects and a wider network.

A diagram Connecting the Network of Kouachi brothers with Ahmed (Amedy) Coulibaly & Islamic armed groups.
The Kouachi brothers - how they got their weapons:

Belgian arms dealer confesses to supplying Paris attackers

The terrorists who killed 17 people in three days last week purchased their Kalashnikovs and rocket launchers in Brussels for less than 5,000 euros.

The terrorists who perpetrated the attacks in Paris last week got their weapons from an arms dealer in Brussels (capital city of Belgium).

The dealer, a known figure in Brussels’ underworld, turned himself in to local police on Tuesday, according to Belgian media.

Federal police, who searched the suspect’s apartment, found papers linking him to a transaction with Amedy Coulibaly, the jihadist who murdered four Jewish men and held others hostage at the Hyper Cacher kosher supermarket in east Paris on Friday.

According to the local press, the man sold Coulibaly the Skorpion submachine guns he used in the attack, as well as the rocket propelled grenade launcher and the Kalashnikov automatic assault rifles that Said and Cherif Kouachi used to perpetrate the massacre at the offices of Charlie Hebdo. The weapons were purchased near the Midi railway station in downtown Brussels for less than 5,000 euros, according to the reports.

French media reports Wednesday morning said that the funding for the arms purchase was simply a standard loan of 6,000 euros ($7,050) that Coulibaly took out on December 4 from the French financial-services firm Cofidis. He used his real name but falsely stated his monthly income on the loan declaration, a statement the company didn’t bother to check, the reports say.

The suspect, a known arms smuggler and dealer in the underworld, from the town of Charleroi, turned himself in on Tuesday to the Charleroi police and asked to confess to supplying the weapons. He told police that a few months ago Coulibaly had initiated contact with him, seeking to buy a car. The man said that once he realized that Coulibaly was a jihadist terrorist, he feared that the detectives would reach him because of the link between them.

In a search of his apartment, police found not only the papers regarding the car sale, but also proof of Coulibaly’s other purchases — arms and ammunition. According to a police source quoted in the Belgian newspaper La Libre, the documents seized in the dealer’s apartment also contain evidence of the transaction involving the 7.62-millimeter Tokarev rifle that Coulibaly carried when he burst into the Hyper Cacher supermarket and opened fire, killing four.

www.haaretz.com/news/world/1.637034
Their Arsenal:

Kalashnikov assault rifles. Plenty of ammunition. Molotov cocktails, a grenade, a death-dealing Skorpion machine pistol and a few handguns. Plus a revolving light that could be placed on a car roof to make it look like an undercover police car.

The list of weapons—along with a jihadi flag—carried by the French Muslim terrorists who launched the Charlie Hebdo attacks is frightening, especially given al-Qaida's warning of further such assaults. And it also represents a striking change for western Europe, where gun crime is far more rare than in the United States.

The relatively heavy weaponry—a staple of recent attacks—seems to indicate that terrorist networks are moving away from bombs in favor of military-grade assault rifles and machine guns backed by smaller automatic pistols.

Gun attacks spread a different kind of terror than bombings: more personal, more focused, and able to be drawn out into the kind of protracted urban drama that seizes a society's attention for days. Even in Europe, guns can be easier to acquire, transport and conceal than explosives.

The mini-arsenal police found after the final shootout with brothers Cherif and Said Kouachi even included an advanced rocket launcher—with a loaded rocket ready for firing.

The movement toward use of heavy weaponry instead of bombs was evident with the 2012 attack that killed three Jewish schoolchildren, a rabbi, and three paratroopers in Toulouse, France—as well as the 2014 killing of four people at the Jewish Museum in Brussels by an extremist with a Kalashnikov.

"The violence is becoming more focused at specific groups, Jewish targets, military targets, police targets, and they are using complex multiple armed assaults that are just as effective and much easier to do than explosive devices," said Magnus Ranstorp, a terrorism specialist with the Swedish National Defense College.

He said the trend started when terrorist strategists saw the relative success of the 2008 raid in Mumbai. A small group of well-armed, well-trained commandos was able to paralyze a major city for several days, leaving more than 160 dead. Counter-terrorism officials warned at the time that the successful tactics would catch the eye of other plotters looking for a more reliable alternative to homemade explosive devices.

Western intelligence agencies fear terrorists may now be plotting still more attacks using relatively simple, low-tech tools.

Denmark's Security and Intelligence Service had acknowledged in its latest terror assessment that plotters can find "easily accessible weapons" including knives, small arms and small bombs, inside Denmark for use in attacks.
The use of bombs has become more problematic in recent years as European law enforcement officials have greatly increased tracking of precursor chemicals that can be used to make explosives. Bombs carry a high risk of detection when the components are being assembled, and they are inherently unstable and often malfunction, with deadly results for the hapless bomb makers.

In contrast, it is relatively easy for terrorists with underworld connections to obtain heavy weapons on the black market, particularly in the Balkan countries of Bosnia, Serbia and Croatia.

Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, hundreds of thousands of heavy weapons became available at black market arms bazaars in Hungary and other former Soviet bloc countries. Those weapons helped fuel the Balkan wars, and are still available today for buyers with good connections and ample cash. More than 500,000 weapons were also stolen from Albanian arms depots in 1997, adding to the black market flow.

European Commission documents indicate that nearly 500,000 other weapons lost or stolen within the European Union remain unaccounted for, and cite an increase in the number of civilian and military weapons stolen in France.

A 2013 report states that "large amounts of powerful military grade weapons" have reached the European Union since the collapse of the Soviet bloc and the fighting in the Balkans. The weapons are often smuggled in cars or buses in small quantities to avoid detection. It also says upheavals in the Middle East and North Africa may make more stolen or surplus military weapons available to Europe's criminal gangs.

Still, it takes planning and care to transport weapons from the Balkans or eastern Europe into western Europe and particularly into Britain, which as an island can more easily monitor points of entry.

Britain, which has warned police officers they are likely targets of terror plotters, recently broke up a scheme to get weaponry to terrorists plotters.

Italy, with its strong Mafia tradition, is seen as a likely conduit for heavy weapons heading toward France and other points in western Europe even though assault weapons use there is very rare.

Ranieri de Maria, a legal expert for the National Association of Arms and Munitions producers in Italy, said he believes Italy is used by weapons traffickers as "a transit country between the Balkans and Europe." Even so, he noted, "it has been a number of years since there has been any attack with an assault weapon."

Morten Storm, a Dane who claims to have infiltrated al-Qaida in Yemen on behalf of western intelligence agencies, said he believes the Charlie Hebdo plotters had been laying low inside France while "waiting for the arms and weapons for the attack."
It was evident from video of the initial assault that the attackers were well trained in weapons use. They did not make emotional "rookie" mistakes like spraying the premises with automatic weapons fire but instead carried out the killings quickly and efficiently.

The concern, for Europeans, is that a pattern might emerge: hundreds of jihadis have returned to their home countries on the continent after receiving weapons training in Syria and other conflict zones.

After the Kouachi brothers – more Islamic armed cells are discovered in Europe:

When the French police searched for the Kouachi brothers in early January, they locked up 900 French citizens who they suspected of being linked to the brothers (network of contacts). These suspects were accused of being associated or networked with Al Qa’idah or the Islamic State. The officers were then able to question and interrogate them, which led them to find more suspects and houses which they could raid.

Note: It’s important to remember that France and Belgium are right next door to each other, so Arab Muslims from both countries are connected to each other (since the time of the GIA in the 90s).

@Independent Jan 15 2015:
ISIS has fighters 'just waiting for order to attack the West', says grammar school jihadist
(ind.pn/1Aj4ctO)

On January 15th 2015, Belgium police raided a house in the Eastern Belgium town of Verviers.

Belgian TV: Three dead in police counter-terrorism raid Belgian media report that three people were killed during a police counter-terrorism raid in Verviers in the east of the country. Federal prosecutors said a police operation had taken place in the center of the town.

Belgium rounds up 13 suspected jihadi cell members In the Belgian counter-terror raid on 10 apartments Thursday, two suspects were killed in a firefight with the police in the eastern town of Verviers. Searches were also carried out in the Brussels area. Thirteen suspects were arrested in Belgium and two more in France. Weapons, munitions and explosives were found, as well as police uniforms and large sums of money. They had planned to kill policemen on the street and at police stations, Belgian prosecutors said Friday. The attacks were imminent, but the network has been liquidated.

Western. intel: Up to 20 terrorist cells active in four European countries Following the round-up of 10 jihadi cells in Belgium Thursday, a Western Intelligence source told CNN that the ongoing terror threat appears to involve up to 20 sleeper cells of between 120 to 180 people ready to strike in France, Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands. The source said that European Union and Middle East intelligence agencies identified an "imminent threat" to Belgium, possibly also to the Netherlands. Jewish schools were closed Friday in Belgium and France.

@HamzaMuhajir -
A new video from the Paris attack shows two French policemen hiding and fleeing after their colleague was shot: youtube.com/watch?v=rBraCg...

Now that we've learnt who the fighters are, and where they come from, the question is, where did they get all their weapons from?

For this, we have to go back into the past, 20 years in the past and again in Belgium...
In the early 90s, the GIA (Groupe Islamique Army) was present in Europe (see Section 1 of this book). Its members consisted mainly of Arab Muslims whose role would be to provide the propaganda and needed services for its military armed branch in Morocco, Algeria (and the Islamic Maghrib [North & West Africa]). One of the services they would provide for the GIA is the smuggling of weapons by car from within Europe, by a Ferry ship - across the Mediterranean sea and into Morocco and Algeria.

An author called Omar Nasiri wrote a book called:

"Inside the Jihad, my life with Al Qaeda, a spy's story."

Download Book link (24mb):


Omar Nasiri lived with his mother and brother, and two members of the GIA called Yasin and Amin. They had trained in the mountains of Afghanistan in the late 80s, and returned to Europe to support the GIA. But they needed weapons and ammunition.

Omar Nasiri lived in the same house and told the brothers he would be able to buy some for them. This is what he says (go to the next page):

OMAR NASIRI book: Page 28 – Brussels [country: Belgium] (early 1990s)

I sat down in a cafe on a busy street and ordered a drink. I staved there for an hour at least, watching passersby as I had in Morocco. But in Morocco I was always looking for buyers. Here I was looking for a seller. And soon enough I spotted one. a young Arab standing across the street from me. He was very flashy, wearing a brand new Nike tracksuit and constantly taking calls on his mobile. I watched him for a long time. Sometimes a car would slow down in front of him: then he’d drive off on his giant Kawasaki and the car would follow him, but he would always come back. I had seen this sort of guy before, and I felt in my gut that he was the one who was going to find me my bullets. But I also knew this wasn’t his regular business, and that if I asked him flat out to find them for me he would say no. Obviously, this kid was making a lot of money selling drugs, and he wasn’t going to put his business at risk for nothing. So I was careful. I walked across the street and approached ‘Asalaamu alaykum’. "wa alaykasalam” he replied. What do you want?"
I signaled that he should walk with me. As we moved down the street. We trained our eyes forward."I want to ask you a question: But I don't want you to answer me right now. Just hear me out. but don't say anything." After a pause, I went on. 'I'm looking for bullets. Bullets for Kalashnikovs (AK-47s)." He stopped and turned towards flustered."You want —?" I cut him off and looked him straight in the eyes.'I'm serious.- I said.-I don't want you to answer me now. Just listen to what I say and think about it. Come back another time, and if you don't want to do it then that's OK. But for now just listen to me.' he nodded. 'I'm looking lot Kalashnikov bullets: I continued. "I know you don't sell this stuff, but maybe you know someone who does. I need a lot of bullets. I'm not going to use them to rob a bank or anything. They're going to move out of Europe very fast, I promise you." Then I leaned in even closer to him. I spoke in my lowest, most conspiratorial voice. "They are for the Muslim umma (nation), for the Jihad. His eyes flickered for a moment, and I knew I had him. There are guys like this all over the world: they drink, they smoke, they snort coke, they are complete infidels in the eyes of real Muslims. But at the first mention of the words Umma or Jihad: they suddenly reconnect with Islam. I think this is particularly true in Europe. where young men are so far from everything. from the Muslim land. Jihad is nothing to them, nothing real. but it is also everything. "Just think about it; I said. I'll come back tomorrow."
I went back the next day. The dealer was standing in exactly the same spot. and when he saw me he smiled and waved. I think I know someone who can help you: he said. "He's a friend of mine. I sell him coke. He knows weapons. Can you come back tonight at ten!"

When I returned that night he wasn't there. I waited, and after a few minutes he drove up on his motorcycle. 'My guy as nervous: he said. "I can't promise you anything. but in a few minutes a friend of his is going to pass by here. He's going to check you out and if you're OK he's going to put you in touch with my friend'.

Half an hour later I saw a car coming towards us, a blur Renault. It stopped in front of us and the driver rolled down the window. The dealer went over to the car and spoke to the driver in a low voice. Inside the car was an overweight. middle-aged man with his shirt unbuttoned. I could see the hair on his chest and a gold cross hanging from a chain around his neck. I didn't have much time to look at him, though, because the dealer jumped in the car and they drove off together. A few minutes later the car came back. The dealer got out and the car drove off. 'Sorry about that: he said. I needed to give him something: Then he paused and looked at me intently. 'Actually. that was the friend I was telling you about. He wants to meet you. "When” I asked. "Where”  *Here. Meet us here. Tomorrow night:

When I went back the next night. the dealer was waiting for me. Soon the car drove up as well. This time the driver signaled me to get in. I got in the back seat and the dealer sat up front.

The driver looked back at me and introduced himself. “I’m Laurent.” He asked what I wanted and I told him Kalashnikov bullets, lots of them. He nodded.

I studied the man. He looked like a typical French bourgeois. I don’t think he was more than forty-five years old. But his face looked older. It was covered with wrinkles and there were strong lines in his forehead. His eyes were moving constantly.

As we drove off I continued to study him. There was something very strange about him, something I had not seen before. His body was completely wound up, tense. In all my life I had never seen a man so precise in has movements. so attentive to every detail He checked his rear mirror continuously, and I could see his eyes darting about.
We drove for about twenty minutes. Laurent spoke to the dealer while I remained silent in the back, before I got anywhere near the ammunition, I needed to check these guys out. Maybe Laurent was a cop, or an informant. But my gut was telling me they were for real.

We slowed down in an industrial area in a part of Brussels I had never been to. Laurent drove into a parking garage, several stories up to the top. All three of us got out, and the dealer and I stood by while Laurent opened the trunk. They got out, and the dealer and I stood by while Laurent opened the trunk. There was a sleeping bag inside. Laurent pulled it away, uncovering five CZ automatic pistols. I said nothing.

"I was supposed to deliver these to someone," Laurent explained, "but he never showed up. I have no idea where he is."

I looked over at the dealer, who seemed transfixed by the guns. He leaned down and picked one up, turning it over several times in his hands. I stood back and said nothing.

I knew they were testing me, they both wanted to know if I was serious about jihad or if I was just a petty criminal looking to shoot up a bank, and Laurent wanted to know that I was a pro, which is why I didn't pick up the gun like the dealer had. Only a kid would pick up a gun that way and leave his fingerprints everywhere. The whole thing was a performance, a test. The last three days had been nothing but tests. By asking me to come back again and win, the dealer was trying to figure me out. Maybe I was a cop, maybe I was a maniac. They needed to know that I wasn't fucking around.

Laurent looked down at the guns and then back up at me. "Are you interested?"


He nodded and we all got back in the car and drove out of the garage, back towards the city center. I had passed the test.

**Bullets:**

Laurent drove us back to the city, and we dropped off the dealer. Then he and I drove around for about an hour. At first, it was hard to make conversation, so we talked mostly about the dealer; he was the only thing we had in common.

Laurent went on about him for several minutes, complaining that he was unreliable; sometimes his coke was very good, but not always. None of it was very interesting. We were just trying to get to know each other, establish some trial.

After a little while we started talking about the bullets. I told him what I wanted: Kalashnikov bullets, probably several thousand. He didn't seem at all surprised by this. He said he thought he could get me the bullets for twelve francs each.

I can't pay that much: I said, "I can pay ten francs fifty, no more."
He scoffed. That's impossible. That's less than the bullet costs to make: I knew he was lying. I knew how much it cost to make bullets. And he hadn't flinched when I told him how many I wanted, so I knew he had a lot of them to sell.

I kept pushing. "Ten fifty. That's it. If you can't do it, I'll find someone else: I was confident. Belgium produces more weapons and ammunition than almost any other country in the world. I knew the bullets were out there and that I'd be able to find them. It had only taken me three days to hook up with Laurent, and I was sure I could do it again.

'Maybe I can get them for a little bit less: Laurent conceded. I have to talk to my friend. Maybe he'll let me go to eleven eighty: Now I knew that he was hungry. that he wanted to close the deal. He needed a new client. I could tell that he was a fairly small fish; no major arms dealer would drive a Renault. And if I was buying this many bullets in our first transaction, he knew I'd be coming back for much more. I wanted to dose the deal, too, even if it meant I wouldn't make as much money. If I became the link between Yasin and Laurent, I could eventually work it to my advantage.

Eventually, we landed on eleven twenty-five as the price. I told Laurent that I would have to confirm it with my boss. I was planning no offer the bullets to Yasin for eleven fifty, and I knew he would agree to it. He would save one and one half francs on every bullet he bought, with none of the risk of carrying them across a border. And I would take the extra twenty-five cents for myself. Laurent dropped me off at a bus station that night. Before I got out of the car, he wrote down the number of his mobile phone and told me to call him in two days.

When I came downstairs the next morning, Yasin and Amin were already in the house. They were coming by more and more at my house every day now. I walked into the living room and addressed Yasin. "I found someone: I said I can get the bullets for eleven fifty?"

Yasin's eyebrows rose slightly as he looked at me. He turned to Amin and they said a few words to each other under their breath. Then Amin nodded. "All tight: Yasin said slowly, as he faced me again. "We'll give it a try. Tell your guy that we want five thousand. But tell him we need to see a sample before we hand over any money." Of course Amin and Yasin were cautious; they had no idea who I was dealing with. nor did I offer to tell them. Neither had any reason to trust me; I had been in Belgium for less than a month and neither of them knew anything about me.

The next day I called Laurent and told him that we were ready to deal at eleven twenty-five, and that we needed to talk about the quantity. I said we would need to see some samples before we went any further. He named a spot named the Grand-Place and told me to meet him there that night at nine o'clock.

As soon as he showed up I got in the car next to him. 'For eleven twenty-five, we want five thousand." I told him.
I can have them in two days,” he said. Then he handed me an envelope. I opened it up—there were Live bullets inside. I had never touched military-grade ammunition before. Although these bullets were different from anything I’d come across with Edouard. I knew enough to tell these were the real thing.

He asked me where we should meet to make the transaction. I proposed a place a kilometer or so from our house, and we drove there so I could show him the (exact spot It was about a hundred meters from a bus station on a dark street. The area was mainly deserted in the evenings. Laurent checked it out and agreed, and told me to call him in two days. Once he was sure he had the bullets, he would meet me there at midnight. I got out of the car and walked home.

Yasin was waiting for me when I got back to the house. I handed him the envelope and he opened it up. He just glanced at one of the bullets, or so it seemed to me.”This is what we want.” He spoke with complete certainty.

I was impressed. Almost anyone who picked up a bullet would immediately look at the number on the casing to make sure it was the right kind. Yasin knew without looking. It suddenly dawned on me that Yasin was a pro.

I had learned how to distinguish between the pros and the bit players while I was selling hash in Morocco. There are at least a hundred different kinds of hash, but the real experts knew exactly what they were looking at without even touching it. They knew instinctively what grade it was, whether it was top quality or not. The amateurs, before they said anything, would pick it up and roll it in their hands., rip it open, smell it in their hands.

I learned something in that motion, something that maybe I had sensed before but hadn’t really thought much about. I realized that Amin and Yasin were serious players, and that this was a serious business. They weren’t like the young guys I knew in Morocco, who would try to prove what big men they were by talking about guns and jihad and pledging to join the fighting in Algeria. Amin and Yasin were the real thing. It was just a flash, and then it was gone.

Two days later I called Laurent and we arranged to meet that night. Yasin had prepared an envelope stuffed with francs. I didn’t even look inside and try to count the money: I knew it was the full amount. I told him where the handover would take plait, and then I left the house and walked towards the meeting point. I stood there for a few minutes in almost total darkness.

When Laurent arrived I got into his car. and we drove around for a couple of blocks and stopped in a deserted area. I took my cut from the envelope, handed him the rest of the money, and he counted it. Once he was satisfied he told me to look under my seat. There was a duffel bag there, and I pulled it out and opened it.
I had never seen anything like what I saw that night. When I was with Edouard we usually had just a handful of bullets, since we kept using the components over and over again. In front of me now were thousands of bullets, much bigger than any I had ever used with Edouard. There was only a meager light on in the car but still the copper gleamed. It was thrilling.

I didn’t need to count the bullets. I trusted Laurent, not because I thought he was a good guy, but because I knew that he wouldn’t try to screw me. He knew that I could bring him valuable business in the future. Laurent dropped me off at the bus stop and then quickly drove away. I began to walk back towards the house. The bag was incredibly heavy. Suddenly, a car pulled up in front of me. It was Yasin in his Volkswagen van. I hadn’t expected to see him there, but I wasn’t surprised either. I jumped in the van and showed him the bag. He opened it and looked inside. He smiled a long, broad smile. Masha Allah,” he said. Masha Allah.”

When we pulled up in front of the house, Yasin took the bag and immediately dashed inside. I was behind him, and as I walked towards the door I heard a sound. I turned around and saw another car driving up behind me. There were two men in the front seat; I had never seen either one before. But when they saw me they slowed down and stared at me for just an instant before driving off again. I realized then that Yasin had had me followed the entire time.
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The next morning Amin and Yasin were in the living room when I came down for breakfast. They were both smiling. Yasin stood up to greet me. -Masha Allah, brother’ They had counted the bullets overnight and there were exactly five thousand. I could tell they were impressed.

I smiled back. ‘Where’s my cut? I asked. Their races went dark. I could see they were angry.

‘Brother, you’re not doing this (or money, said Amin. His voice wax low and slightly threatening. "You’re doing this," fi sabil Allah," he said. In the path of God. "This is for the umma. Don’t forget that’ I sneered at him. "Well then I’m not doing it anymore."

They were both surprised by my tone, and pulled back slightly. hope you’ll reconsider that Yasin said. I don’t need to reconsider it," I replied. Anyway, I can’t get them for you at this price anymore. The dealer gave us that price just for the first time. From here on out they will cost eleven eighty.”

I was lying. of course, and they knew it. But there was nothing they could do. Even at eleven eighty, the bullets were still more than a franc cheaper than the ones they were getting from Germany. And I wasn’t losing anything by lying to them; they never quite trusted me as it was. I was nothing like Hakim: quiet. devout, pliable. Of course. I played along with them as much as I could. I performed the morning prayer with them and was very careful to make sure I never had alcohol on my breath when I came home. I didn’t go to mosque with them, but I told them it was because it would be dangerous for us to be seen together and that I attended a different mosque in the city center. But still, they knew I was different. I didn’t talk about jihad, and sometimes when we talked about politics I’d challenge them. I don’t think they knew what to make of me.
Over the next six weeks or so t would bring them three more deliveries from Laurent. At first, they just wanted more bullets: five thousand each time. Laurent and I always arranged it the same way. I’d call him on his mobile and tell him I needed to meet; we never discussed the orders over the phone. He would name a spot and I’d meet him there and tell him what I needed. A few days later I’d call him again and he would tell me when and where to meet him: a bus stop, a park, a forest. Vann would drop me off somewhere nearby. Once Laurent and I made the exchange, he pick me up and drive me back to the house.
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Each time I met with Laurent he’d tell me about other things he could get for me. He seemed to have everything. He was always offering me a new kind of sniper rifle or pistol, things I had never seen. I always said no, that all I wanted was the bullets. But I told Yasin about the other things and one day he pulled me aside. “Ask him if he can get us Uzis.”

A few days later I met with Laurent and asked him. He smiled. “That’s easy. How many do you want?” I don’t know: I told him. “How much do they want?” They cost eleven thousand francs each. When I told Yasin, he said that was too high, that they needed ten Uzis but couldn’t pay that much. I was taken aback: this wasn’t what I had expected to hear. There was certainly no shortage of cash in the house. In fact, over time there was more and more of it as the weeks went by. Some of it was coming into the house, some of it was going out. Amin and Yasin would often count it in the living room in front of me. I had never seen so much money in my life.

Yasin was stubborn, though. He wasn’t going to pay eleven thousand francs per Uzi. “Forget about the Uzis for now: he said. “Ask him if he has portable night scopes.” The next time I met Laurent I asked about the night scopes. He was surprised. What about the Uzis?”

“Forget those: I said. “They’re too expensive. We just want the scopes.” I could see it in Laurent’s face: he was disappointed. And then I realized what Yasin’s game was. Although he had never even met Laurent, Yasin was reeling him in and out like a fish on a line. “I can get you a good price on the scopes,” he reassured me. “And maybe I can take the price down a bit on the Uzis’ as well?”

We played the same game at every meeting. I would ask Laurent for something. Yasin would tell me it was too expensive, and I would ask for something else instead. A few weeks later the price came down. I was able to buy all sorts of materials this way: the night scopes, the Kalashnikovs, Dragunovs. I always marked them up a bit when I gave Yasin the price, but either he didn’t notice or he didn’t care. Laurent’s price was always lower than anything Yasin could get across the border in Germany. Later, I would learn why: Laurent had a source in one of the largest Belgian arms manufacturers, someone who could get him anything he wanted. He had sources in other countries as well, but he didn’t have to pay nearly as many runners as everyone else. For months Laurent never asked me a thing. I’d bought tens of thousands of bullets from him and scores of guns without any questions at all. But one day, when we were sitting in his car making arrangements, he turned to me.
"What are you doing with all of this stuff?" he asked me calmly. Then he smiled just slightly, and raised his eyebrow. "Are you planning to start your own war?" There was no edge to the question; he spoke like a businessman. And that is what he was. He had no moral objections: I am quite sure of that. He just didn't want to get in trouble.

You don't have to worry." I said. 'We're not using any of this stuff in Belgium, or even in Europe. Everything leaves the country very quickly."

He nodded." I understand. I do a lot of work with the FLNC. you know."

Laurent was eluding to the Corsican National Liberation Front, a group of militants who wanted to throw off French control of the island. For years, they had been staging attacks on symbols of French colonial power—banks, police stations, military garrisons. I could tell Laurent was trying to impress me by mentioning the FLNC, but was also pretty sure that he was telling the truth.

I knew what I was doing, and it didn’t bother me. For me this was a business. I was making good money, and the work was exciting. Of course. I knew where all these weapons were going. Most of them went to Algeria. some to other places as well. The operation was very simple. As the weeks went by. there were more and more people passing through the house. Young men, all of them. Men coming and going with cars—dropping an off, picking them up. Sometimes. they would stay with us for a couple of nights and then I would never see them again. As time went on, more and more of the men coming through the house were heading out for Chechnya.

Omar Nasiri: "Inside the Jihad, my life with Al Qaeda, a spy's story."
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The Future of Muslims in Europe will be difficult:

@InstantReporter (Jan 2015):
Attacks against Muslims in #France continue. Muslim killed by a man shouting 'I am your god, I am your Islam'
#Paris (goo.gl/fhe7es)

Injuries in suspected arson of Swedish mosque Five people injured after suspected arsonist set fire to building used as mosque in town of Eskilstuna, police say. (25 Dec 2014 21:30)

Dec 25 2014
Sweden:
Five people injured by burn wounds after a molotov cocktail thrown in a mosque

@AbuHaleema:

URGENT! CHRISTIAN PATROL IN BETHNAL GREEN RIGHT NOW, ANY LOCAL BROTHERS ARE REQUESTED TO DEFEND YOUR COMMUNITY
(16th January 2015)
WAR: This is how things will practically play out in Europe in the near future

Mosques will be attacked by far-right Europeans who are angry with Muslims.

Local community defence leagues:

Anti-Islam Protestors will march outside mosques, they will insult Muslims and cause confrontations, some will fire bomb mosques. The community of Muslims in the local area will rush to defend their mosque. They will guard it and both sides will use Molotov cocktails to deter the other group from any attacks.

The mosques by now will be the central base for the Muslim community, all the young men, even the non practising muslims will start working together to defend their local mosque.

There will be a great divide in the community between the non Muslim (predominantly white) population, and the ethnic minority Muslim population. Both sides will not trust each other and will fear each other. They will keep their distance and the media will side with the right-wing neo-Nazis.

No doubt, clashes will arise when both sides see each other. The police will arrive and will side more with those who are against the Muslims (simply because Muslims are considered as outsiders).

National Scale scattered attacks throughout Europe:

If we look at the above scenario from a national level perspective, we will see an increase of protests and attacks against Muslims throughout the different cities of an entire country. We see that there simply will not be enough police to stop violence everywhere. This is supported by the fact that there are less police due to government finance cuts (= less jobs), and in some towns in the UK there are only 2 policemen or less!

The only reason the police can show a sign of strength is because they can bring reinforcements to one 'hot spot' of violence. However, if there are multiple areas of violence throughout a country, there simply will not be enough police. And so there will be 'tribal' fights and mini militias growing in the different European countries, each group defending its own neighbourhood, and the mosque or church or freemason lodges being the central base for each group of people.

Muslims who are in predominantly white areas will have to flee to Muslim neighbourhoods for safety. As clashes and revenge attacks between Muslim and neo-Nazi neighbourhoods’ rise, both sides will seek more advanced weapons to harm each other.

Like the early revolutionaries in Syria, primitive and ancient tools of war will be used to target the enemy until they can make more advanced tools. Homemade Bows and arrows, Crossbows, or molotovs will be used. It is also probable that air rifles (which are easily available in hunting shops),
or pellet guns with metal pellets, or advanced slingshots (ebay) will be used by those defending their neighbourhoods. (There's no doubt that some groups [Nazis or Muslims] may already be stocking up on these and hiding them underground [cacheing them. Read Ebook: Black Flags from Syria on rules of Insurgency.)

Revenge attacks will increase and there will be no policing due to the economic depression. The governments and rich 'elite' will not even bother with caring for an increasingly-violent Europe, since their priorities will be to ensure their own safety/riches, and they will be satisfied with the 'lower class' finishing each other off and leaving them alone in peace.

**DID YOU KNOW:**

Right wing Racist parties such as UKIP (Britain), National Front (France), Party for Freedom (Holland), Golden Dawn (Greece), are replacing the traditional mainstream parties. Europe is transforming from a continent of people who simply wanted jobs and a secure living into a continent of people who are not satisfied except through war and aggression against minorities.

It is estimated that UKIP could be within power within a few years. Although this racist political party is only a few years old, it has been funded by some people behind the scenes to the extent that it is now rivalling and challenging the Conservative party (the ruling political party within the UK) right now!

The politics (=laws) of Europe are changing into racism and anti-Islamism fast, and you will see this infront of your own eyes in the coming years.

*Geert Wilders, Europe’s most famous anti-Muslim radical, may be Holland’s next prime minister*

[.bit.ly/1CrS4Jf | pic.twitter.com/yuzuBsSqSbA]
European Muslims allying with Left-wing Activists:

A growing population of left-winged activists (people who are against; human/animal abuses, Zionism, and Austerity measures etc) look up to the Muslims as a force who are strong enough to fight against the injustices of the world. It seems from the article below that many of these people (who are sometimes part of Anonymous and Anarchy movements) will ally with the Muslims to fight against the neo-Nazis’ and rich politicians. They will give intelligence, share weapons and do undercover work for the Muslims to pave the way for the conquest of Rome.

How will this happen?

If you have ever been at a pro-Palestine / anti-Israel protest, you will see many activists who are not even Muslims who are supportive of what Muslims are calling for (the fall of Zionism). It is most likely here that connections between Muslims and Left-wing activists will be made, and a portion from them will realise that protests are not effective, and that armed combat is the alternative. So they will start to work together in small cells of groups to fight and sabotage against the ‘financial elite’.

Here is an article below which gives a real life example of this:

**Italy’s Left-Wing Terrorists Flirt with Radical Islamists** (Article from September 13, 2007)

Last February (2006), in the quiet of a secluded northern Italian country house, three Italian far left militants brainstormed, unaware that counter-terrorism officials were listening to their every word. The men were known members of the so-called "New Red Brigades," discussing new strategies for the group. Alfredo Davanzo, the ideologue of the group who had just returned from France using a forged passport, spoke about the need to overcome the organization’s isolation, caused by its secrecy and the waves of arrests it had suffered (ironically, the three would be arrested the following Monday). The group, said the men, should find new venues for their recruitment efforts and pointed to Italian mosques, described as "propellers of protests and struggles," as one of the most obvious choices (Corriere della Sera, July 30). The conversation is just another indication of what Italian intelligence officials have warned about for the last few years: some of the most militant segments of the Italian extreme left have displayed an increasing interest in and admiration for radical Islam. What has been only purely moral support up to now could possibly develop into a dangerous cooperation [1].

Exactly a year after the Biagi assassination, Lioce and Galesi were stopped for a routine check on a regional train in Tuscany. Afraid they would be recognized, they opened fire, killing a police officer. In the shootout that ensued, Galesi was killed and Lioce arrested. Once in custody, Lioce declared herself a member of the Red Brigades and a "political prisoner," as members of the organization have traditionally done. However, the focus of the statement she gave to interrogators surprised officials:
"September 11, 2001," said the 44-year-old militant, "must open the field to the revolutionary vanguards and not only in Italy. The upcoming war against Iraq constitutes an attempt to remove the main obstacle to the hegemony of the Zionist entity, the stronghold of imperialism in the region, disarming and annihilating the Palestinian resistance, which is the reference of all Arab and Islamic masses who have been expropriated and humiliated by imperialism and who constitute the natural ally of the urban proletarian class in European countries" [3].

Moreover, La Voce openly expresses its support for various Islamist groups, breaking the ideological barrier that separates a Marxist group and a religiously-inspired movement. Displaying a bizarre description of Hamas, La Voce calls it an organization “fighting for a democratic Palestine, free of discriminations based on race, religion or nationality," ignoring Hamas' openly declared foremost goal to create a strict Islamic state in Palestine. Further, La Voce describes Hamas and Hezbollah, together with the "Islamic resistance in Afghanistan and Somalia," as the main exponents of the "democratic and anti-imperialist revolution taking place in Arab and Muslim countries." The "imperialist bourgeoisie" is threatened by "the positive and progressive role of these organizations, their democratic and anti-imperialist spirit." Similarly, La Voce states that "Muslim revolutionary priests" are being arrested in Europe on the pretext of the war on terrorism only because the "imperialist bourgeoisie" wants to silence Islam, which is the religion of the new proletariat.

This Marxist-dominated worldview prevents the militants behind La Voce from making a realistic assessment of the nature of organizations such as Hamas or Hezbollah. Yet, the endorsement of these organizations is not absolute, but conditioned on the current status of the communist movement. La Voce states that Islamist groups have managed to "take the lead of the revolution" against imperialism only because of the inability of the communist movement to do so. "The leading role of the reactionary [Islamic] clerics," writes La Voce, "is an effect of the decay of the communist movement and will disappear when the latter will resurge." Therefore, the Islamist movement is useful in keeping the pressure on the imperialists while the communist movement is undergoing a phase of weakness, but this reliance will naturally disappear when the latter, natural leader of the global revolution will re-gain its strength and will be able to "lead the next wave of the proletarian revolution."

The violent extreme left in Italy nowadays can count just a handful of full-fledged militants and a few hundred sympathizers, nothing compared to its heydays of the 1970s. Nevertheless, this weak condition is not viewed by Italian intelligence agents with much relief. The fear, confirmed by Davanzo’s wiretapped conversation, is that left wing militants, feeling isolated, will reach out to any radical movement they might perceive as receptive, and all indications point to radical Islamist groups as their first choice. Officials have already monitored limited contacts between left wing militants and Islamists, occurring mostly at the margins of anti-war or anti-Israel initiatives. Particularly interesting are the ties being forged between militants of the two movements in Italian prisons, where there has been increasing cooperation in spreading anti-Western propaganda and protesting anti-terrorism laws. It is not a coincidence that the banner protesting anti-terrorism legislation behind which a hundred of self-proclaimed Red Brigades sympathizers marched last June in Padua was written in Italian and Arabic.

**Muslims – the oppressed citizens turn to Insurgency:**

As Muslims are targeted in their communities, they will become 2nd class victims and will have to treat their own injured civilians. The governments will consider them the 'insider threat' and so the hospitals will not consider taking them in. This will stigmatise more of the Muslim populations who will then realise there is no protection except amongst their own. This scenario will apply all across Europe.

(Look at the order of events in the Syrian revolution to get a good perspective of how the Muslims in the rest of the world will go through similar. The first thing which Sunni Syrian revolutionaries were forbidden from was receiving treatment in hospitals.)

Many Muslims will protest against the injustices, and many non-racist anti-fascist people will protest alongside with them. However, the policing will not be strong and the neo-Nazis will harm the protestors, simply because the far-right government is siding with them.

As a result, some lone wolf Muslims will work together with their primitive weapons and attack the armed neo-Nazi militias. If one of them falls, or dies, the Muslims will take his weapon as ghaneemah (war booty). This is exactly what happened in Syria.

Lone wolves from within the community will rise. This will include especially ex-gang members who also have access to weapons.

Soldiers who are from ethnic minorities will leave the national army due to the armies becoming increasingly racist and pro-nazi. The training they received in the army will be used to teach their fellow ethnic minority brethren how to handle the captured weapons.

NATOSource @NATOSource (23rd Jan 2015)
**Government: Up to 10 former French soldiers 'have defected to Islamic State'**

RT @RT_com 13h Dozen former French soldiers, including elite troops, join ISIS - reports soundcloud.com/rttv/isis-fren...

MazMHussain 2h France admits soldiers have deserted to ISIS, including ex-elite special forces and foreign legionnaires natpo.st/1unphkC

With a few captured weapons, they will be able to train and attack more of the enemy and again, capture more weapons. In this stage, their priority will be to capture more weapons so they can make a new generation of armed resistance. They will attack weapon caches of their enemies, and also weapon production factories in Europe. No doubt, the police will also be sent now that Muslims are armed, however - Muslims will be consolidating their neighbourhoods and mosques to repel an attack from anyone, whether neo-Nazi militia or police.
Allah says (meaning);

Verily, those who believed, and emigrated and strove hard and fought with their property and their lives in the Cause of Allah as well as those who gave (them) asylum and help, - these are (all) allies to one another. And as to those who believed but did not emigrate (to the Islamic State), you owe no duty of protection to them until they emigrate, but if they seek your help in religion, it is your duty to help them except against a people with whom you have a treaty of mutual alliance, and Allah is the All-Seer of what you do. (Quran al-Anfal 8:72)

**Molotovs**: will most probably be used because they are always used by people defending their neighbourhoods, & because they’re so easy to make. Simply: [1:] a glass bottle, [2:] filled (three quarters) with diesel/petrol (or anything that says ‘Flammable’ on its label), [3:] add a tablespoon of sugar (to make it sticky so the diesel doesn’t spill out when thrown) [4:] a twisted piece of oiled cloth put in the bottle & coming out from the top of the bottle. [5: a Matches which lights up the top of the cloth before the bottle is thrown. When it lands on someone/thing, it breaks, the sticky diesel sticks onto the targeted object [napalm] & the flame alights it causing severe burns.

*(note: the image on the right shows a big/strong Matches on the right of the bottle) These matches are powerful because they do not lose their flame easily even when thrown.*
How to take, hold and expand territory:

Armed Gangs fight ‘turf wars’ to take and hold land/territory which is important and strategic for them. There are already ‘Muslim No Go Zones’ and even ‘White only zones’ existing within European countries. These community gaps will likely grow, but protests by neo-Nazis in Mosque areas will entice both sides to become violent to defend their neighbourhoods. This is how it will probably be done:

1: Make base of command & 1 Leader (in this case it will probably be the main mosque), and train men together (in shooting and self defense) to form a militia who will defend the base and also the neighbourhood. It’s important to remember that this will be done privately out of view from authorities.

Note: a neighbourhood under 1 leader is a microcosm, and a city under 1 leader is a macrocosm. Meaning: the rules of organisation are same, except at a bigger scale.

2 - Get weapons/arms, build up cache supply:
Once a community has a base, they will need to arm themselves for defence and expansion. They will begin with basic primitive homemade weapons by which they will attack enemies, capturing their more expensive weapons. Many families going through difficulties in the conflict will financially support (zakah/sadaqah) the fighters because their safety and lives depend on them. This money will be used to buy food, weapons, and also used to pay skilled youth to join the cause.

As the Islamic militias begin to arm themselves and train each other, they will be able to fight more battles and take over strategic enemy buildings / roads / neighbourhoods/ weapon depots etc. This will make them even richer and more financially independent. They can now do even more spectacular attacks, buy even more advanced weaponry from the black market and cause more damage to the enemies.

3 – Consolidate territory & Make Alliances: When the Armed groups take over more strategic buildings/roads/borders, they will send Muraabiteen (men to guard the frontlines) to guard the territory taken. The Leader and group will have to provide needed services (food/electricity etc) for the citizens to keep the population on their side (=consolidation), and to continue expanding when it is suitable enough. They will form alliances (peace treaties etc) with other gangs for safety and strategic political purposes.

However, if they are not running a State (which European fighters probably won’t), they will merely do an insurgency wherein they will try to make a pathway corridor of taken land which will allow them to reach other Muslim neighbourhoods. They will then share; men, weapons, strategy with each other and merge with more Muslim groups to finally have a big national armed force of Muslim fighters.

Muslim fighters from all European countries will continue the fight, breaking borders until they can reach; Northern Rome.

Read the Ebook: Black Flags from Syria for a more detailed explanation and examples.
He made a nail bomb (a Jar with a lid which has a small hole in the top) he put a string in which he would light up with a flame - the string would go towards some lithium batteries which would be surrounded by; probably lots of Matches heads and materials like cotton wool, paper and wood which would give a lot of burning time for the batteries to heat up.

The reason why it was so dangerous is because once the batteries heat up, they release gases in the closed jar. Because he put nails in it too, the jar will build up pressure with the gases and finally explode, flying the nails in every direction and severely injuring the surrounding people. This is why they are so dangerous, and this is why he intended to light it up next to a Mosque and run off.
**Microwave Oven**: When the Tsarnaev brothers did the attack in Boston, they placed a backpack bag in a busy area and walked away. The bag contained;

1 - a mini microwave oven (portable),
2 - car airbags [containing: Sodium Azide] or Aerosol [Propane] spray cans placed in the oven, 
3 - nails/sharp rocks/metal balls (= shrapnel) put in the microwave oven, and
4 - a Timer.

1. They put the Timer on to when they wanted the oven switched on. 2 - When the microwave was on, it would heat up the airbags or aerosol cans. 3 – The airbags or aerosol cans would expl0de due to intensity in heat and pressure, forcing the microwaves door to open forcefully, 4 – the nails/sharp rocks etc in the microwave would come flying out of the microwave in the direction of the target.

Expl0sions can only happen if all these 3 things are present: 1 – Fuel. 2 – a Spark/Flame which ignites the fuel. 3 – Air (oxygen)

This was also done by AQ in its early days in cars. They rented a car, brought lots of;
1: Gas canisters (as Fuel) 2 - a small Microwave oven with foil/aluminium paper inside (when heated causes a Spark/Ignition), 3 - nails/sharp rocks/metal balls (=shrapnel) etc. 4 - a Timer plug.

They started to release the gas from the gas canister [and they quickly escaped far away] making sure the gas doesn’t leak out of the car by closing the windows/doors of the car fully. They wanted the leaked gas to build up and stay in the car) After some hours of gas leak in the car, the entire car would be filled with gas. (They had also put the Timer Plug in the car cigarette socket to switch on the microwave in a few hours).

The Timer plug would switch on the microwave (whose door was left open intentionally) after the set amount of hours, as soon as it would switch on, the foil paper would spark into a flame – the leaked gas now filling the entire car would ignite (go on fire) and suddenly expl0de everything (the gas in the air, the gas canisters, even aerosol cans, airbags and fuel or alcohol). All the shrapnel would come flying out of the car and damage whoever was near the car. This would work well if the Timing had been planned to match the time when the targeted person is passing by the car.
The Islamic State’s secret weapon = Secret white (Caucasian) Converts

The secret weapon:

@worldbulletin (Dec 13 2014)
Experts estimates there are nearly 100,000 Muslim converts in England.
tinyurl.com/ll3m2ej pic.twitter.com/iem5ZCNxt

Going back in history:

When al-Andalus (Islamic Spain) was under the Reconquista (Reconquest) (in the 1400s) by the Christian Spanish, many Arab and Moorish Muslims were being tortured severely in Europe. Witch hunts were taking place daily and people tortured under the mere suspicion that someone was Muslim. This was an extremely tragic time for Muslims which yes, may return in the coming years for Muslims in the West.

But, during this time period there were secret white Muslim converts. They were seeking revenge on behalf of the Muslims by causing havoc for Christian Europe. They would begin burning the Spanish Christian ships and causing sabotage (almost small scale guerilla warfare) in the heart of Europe. They would share intelligence, and also help them enter into Europe during the darkness of the night.

If we reforward back into modern history, AQ and the Islamic State are not looking for a full scale war by Muslims in the West. They know it is quite impossible. However, what they are looking for is a few ‘lone wolf’ attacks by born Muslims or white converts in the West who will cause hysteria within the leadership or weaken the economy of the West. They are looking for individuals who will do small attacks like driving/running over the enemy, or taking hostages to get media attention for the Islamic global struggle, this will wake up other Muslims who are unaware of the struggle and ignite a full on clashes of civilizations within the heart of Europe (just like it has in the Muslim world).

Many Muslim converts who are supporters of the Islamic State but unable to emigrate to it kept their Islam secret out of fear of answering to society. These people have gained an interest in Islam and the Islamic State due to its strong resilience and not bowing down to world pressures although the entire world is fighting against it. But these would be the Islamic State’s strongest secret weapon in the future.

Unlike ethnic minority Muslims who are easily exposed by their skin color and live in the West and East, the white Muslim looks exactly like the rest of the Roman population. It is these types of people who Western intelligence agencies fear most, it is these people who will cause havoc to the Roman Europe in the near future.

He may take the job of a security guard of a president, or a scientist, yet no-one has a clue he has an ideological loyalty to the Islamic State. He may wait patiently until the time is right, and then assassinate a really important figure to help in the conquest of Rome. These are the types of ‘lone wolves’ the Islamic State wants to influence in their war against Western powers. And the scary thing for Western intelligence is, they are ever growing, and no-one knows who they are, not even their families...
Ottawa Mosque concerned by sharp rise in young men converting to Islam

Anywhere from 15 to 20 men in their 20s to 30s have come to the mosque to convert since the shootings, he said. "This is the biggest number I have seen, by the way," Metwally said. "This is the biggest number after an event like this happens, and it was strange." 'They never come back again

http://www.cbc.ca/m/touch/canada/ottawa/story/1.2901099 (January 2015)

@10Golddinar Jan 7 2015:

Europe is protesting against Muslim immigrants but it's a crime for muslims to travel to muslim lands. #confused
How will European borders be smashed?

Unlike the Middle East whose borders have been smashed by Islamic groups, Europe’s borders will be smashed not by Muslims only, but by Europe’s main enemy - Russia. In the East of Europe is the war in Ukraine, which some say is caused by a (re)charged Russia.

The Ukraine civil war:

In late February 2014, demonstrations by pro-Russian and anti-Ukrainian government groups took place in major cities across the eastern and southern regions of Ukraine. Protests in Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts escalated into an armed separatist insurgency. Some parts of the Ukrainian population wanted to join Russia, while others wanted Ukraine to join Europe. [Look at the map to see how Ukraine is bordered directly between Russia and Europe]

A civil war escalated in Eastern Ukraine by mid-2014, and pro-Russian protestors started to receive advanced weapons from Russia. There were pictures of Ukrainian pro-Russian 'rebels' carrying SA-7 antiaircraft missiles. Were they rebels, or were they well trained Russian soldiers pretending to be Ukrainian rebels?

America and Western Europe say that Russian troops entered into Ukraine to fight on the side of the Ukraine rebels. If this is true, then Russia has invaded Ukraine and gained a foothold into a future invasion of Europe. In fact, Russia during these protests had annexed Crimea, a city in Ukraine and made it a part of Russia by the end of 2014! There was no doubt that Russia was taking over Europe.

Eastern Ukraine is becoming part of the Russian Federation. Therefore, Russia's invasion of Europe has already begun, and will continue creeping towards the rest of Europe (from Eastern to Western Europe). A war spilling into Europe will bring in instability, in addition to more weapons, broken borders, more militias, and weakened European governments.

Weakened governments = More militias:

As Russia creeps more and more into Europe, it will project more power and weaken European nation states' (with a poor and weak Western economy and less police and armed forces). Europe will continue to get poorer and weaker, so militias will form because the government cannot protect all of its own territory.

There will be a big gap between the rich and the poor. The rich will guard their own territories, institutions and properties through PMC's (Private Military Corporations) who are mercenaries and work for the highest bidder. The poor will be left to fend for themselves.
Romans & the Islamic State make an Alliance?

Even though Russia is creeping into Europe, Europe and the West has -since mid 2014- wasted its efforts on fighting the Islamic State. It is a really strange and abnormal decision, and Russia has taken alot of advantage of this (we see that in mid-2014, Western Europe attacked the Islamic State and mid-2014 was when Russia entered Ukraine). Yet still Europe strangely decided to ignore Russia.

As Russia creeps closer to Western Europe, Europe will wake up to the major threat they are facing and -according to my understanding of Prophetic narrations- make a peace covenant with the Islamic State.

The question is, why would the Muslims (Islamic State) make a covenant with the Romans?

In a hadith, there is the mention of the Muslims and the Romans having a common enemy.

Dhu Mikhbar said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say: you will make a secure peace with the Byzantines (Romans), then you and they will (unitedly) fight an enemy behind you, and you will be victorious, take booty, and be safe. You will then return and alight in a meadow with small hills and one of the Christians will raise the cross and say: The cross has conquered. One of the Muslims will become angry and smash it, and the Byzantines will act treacherously and prepare for the battle.

(Sunan Abu Dawud - Book 39 [Kitaab al-Malahim], Hadith 2)

We know in the present era, Russia is a common enemy and threat for both the Europeans, and also the Sunni Muslims. For Europe it is a threat in Ukraine (and its creeping towards Western Europe), for the Muslims it is a threat because Russia is the staunchest supporter of Shi’a (Persian) Iran.

“Today, both Iran and Russia are under Western sanctions and willing to help each other impede US Middle East interventions. President Obama is leaning hard on Europe to withhold arms and weapons systems from the Russian army, to punish President Vladimir Putin for his actions in Ukraine and his annexation of Crimea.

Iran's Defense Minister Hossein Dehghan, in particular, stood up and urged greater cooperation as a means of opposing American ambitions in the region. "Iran and Russia are able to confront the expansionist intervention and greed of the United States through cooperation, synergy and activating strategic potential capacities," Dehghan said. "As two neighbors, Iran and Russia have common viewpoints toward political, regional and global issues."

He said that the new agreement includes expanded counter-terrorism cooperation, exchanges of military personnel for training purposes and an understanding for each country's navy to more frequently use the other's ports. They already cooperate in supporting Syria's Bashar Assad.”

(SOURCE – Jan 2015)
Historically there is only one enemy Muslims + the West have united to fight. That enemy is Russia.

In 1850 the Ottoman Islamic Khilafah made a temporary alliance with UK, France, and other European States to fight Imperial Russia in what is better known as the Crimean war.

In 1980 the Mujahideen of Afghanistan (later to become known as the Taliban) worked with Western Powers to fight Communist Russia.

And now, once again, the Muslims and the West are fighting a common enemy: Assad + Hizbollah + Iran - backed by Russia.

Which land is the Alliance between the Romans & the Islamic State?

If we take a look at the world today, we see that the Islamic State is present in al-Sham (Greater Syria), we see that the West is slowly resending its troops back into al-Sham, and we see that Russian mercenaries have allied with the Shi’a Persians to fight the Sunnis’.

If the Western Romans ally with the Islamic State in al-Sham (to fight the Persian Shi’a), then no doubt Russia will step in and send its troops to defend its Iranian ally. This will make a Sunni vs Shi’a, and Western vs Russian war – all in 1 battle zone (Syria).

If this was to occur, then according to the prophetic narrations, the Islamic State & Roman Alliance would win, and the Iranian & Russian alliance would lose.

Russia has always been defeated when Muslims and Western Romans’ have allied together. Defeating Russia will allow Sunnis to defeat and take over Persia permanently, and that is when they will turn their eyes towards Rome.

If we look at the hadith quoted earlier, we read:

Dhu Mikhbar said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (ﷺ) say: **you will make a secure peace with the Byzantines (Romans), then you and they will (unitedly) fight an enemy behind you, and you will be victorious, take booty, and be safe. You will then return and alight in a meadow with small hills and one of the Christians will raise the cross and say: The cross has conquered.** One of the Muslims will become angry and smash it, and the Byzantines will act treacherously and prepare for the battle.

(Sunan Abu Dawud - Book 39 [Kitaab al-Malahim], Hadith 2)
This is what proves that the Romans will have a physical presence in Syria before the army of 100,000 arrive in al-Dabiq.

Sahih al-Bukhari Volume 4, Book 53, Number 401: Narrated Auf bin Malik: ...an affliction which no Arab house will escape, and then a truce between you and Bani Al-Asfar (i.e. the Romans) who will betray you and attack you under eighty flags. Under each flag will be twelve thousand soldiers. (= total 100,000 Romans coming to Syria.)

This is exactly when the Romans will send in reinforcements and come to Dabiq (the Turkish-Syrian border) to start the Malhama al-Kubra (The Great Armageddon).
ITALY on the Map:

Italy is really important strategically because of it being directly in the centre of Europe. Europe is divided into two parts, Western and Eastern Europe. Both the West and East of Europe have a high volume of Muslim populations.
North West of Italy (Germany, UK, France): All have more or less than 10% Muslim populations. It is likely that they will fight the neo-Nazi militias within their countries, and make a corridor from the North West, across Europe until they can reach Northern Italy. In Italy, the Mafia already has a strong presence. They will most likely be the most powerful militia within Italy and take advantage of a weak Italian government. Right now they have access to the underworld, they trade drugs and weapons in Europe. There is no doubt that if Muslims want to take over Italy, the Islamic State European fighters will have to ally with other militias to fight the Mafia before the conquest of Rome.

Bosnia: Bosnia is only 2 small countries to the East of Italy. The Bosnian Jihad had forced every household to have its own weapons, and the country has its own weapon production factories. The weapons which are lost from these factories strangely end up in the hands of Bosniaks inspired by Mujahideen (its important to remember the Srebenica massacre only happened in the mid 1990s.) Remember the Bosnian Muslim women who were raped by the Serbs? Their half-Bosniak/half-Serb children are now in their 20s, they have not forgotten and they still desire revenge. They are just waiting for the opportunity to arise, and their brothers in the South (Albania/Romania/Turkey) in
when the borders of Europe are smashed. Some people may think the Bosniaks are not really Islamic, however there was a news report on 6th January 2015 where a Bosniak Muslim with a big beard killed a Imam who stopped people from going to the Jihad in Syria. This shows there is a Jihadi Islamic presence within Bosnia. When the Balkan Muslims have liberated their own lands from oppressive leadership, they will be able to use their sea coast to allow Egyptian and Libyan fighters smuggling boats to cross into Albania, and from Albania to Kosovo, then Bosnia, and deep into Italian Europe.

International MAP showing the countries surrounding Italy.

The green countries are the target countries for the conquest of Rome. The Orange countries are Muslim countries where attacks may be launched from to reach the green.
Islamic State and the Malhama (Armageddon):

The Malhama (Armageddon) begins:
As soon as Russia and Persia (Iran) is defeated, the Romans (Europe) go on high alert. They know that Rome is the next target of the Islamic State due to prophecy.

They go on the offensive and arrive with 80 flags to Dabiq (near the Turkish/Syrian border), with more than 100,000 soldiers. This is when the great Malhama (Armageddon begins). It is such a big event that it is even mentioned in Christian Biblical scripture and refers to the time near Judgment Day. We are informed in Islamic tradition that they will land in Dabiq (the Turkish/Syrian border).

While the Romans from all the West (European Union and America) enter Syria in the Malhama/Armageddon battle, the Islamic State fighters line up to fight them in Syria. Those who cannot reach Syria go on the offensive elsewhere depending on where they are located.

It's important to note that puppet rulers in Muslim lands may be defeated during this time period (Al Qaeda’s original goal is to make them all fall by 2020.) If this does occur, then we are seeing the puppet leaders fall, the Mahdi arriving, the Romans arriving all by 2020 (equivalent to 100 years since the fall of the Ottoman Caliphate). This will give the Islamic armed groups alot of freedom to travel in Muslim lands, and on the Mediterranean sea, and also to use the airspace to target Europe with missiles they will have now captured from the Arab puppet regimes.
The Muslim armed groups - after having defeated their tyrant rulers - will have taken hold of a big variety of long range missiles. In fact this has already begun:

Libya missiles allegedly captured by the local IslamicState fighters in Benghazi pic.twitter.com/torLmLUEBu

6:30 AM - 9 Dec 2014

The Islamic State already has Grad missiles (pictured above)
Missile Types:

Wiki records point out that Libya has stockpiles of 9K52 Luna-M (FROG-7) missiles and also Scud-B missiles. No doubt there are more advanced missiles within Saudi and Iranian arsenal which the Islamic State hopes to capture and share with its affiliates throughout the international Islamic State provinces.

If we study the M-75 missile used by some Jihadi groups today (i.e. Hamas), we see it has a shooting range of about 160km. We know that Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis in the Sinai (now part of the Islamic State) smuggled missiles with Hamas in Palestine. We also know Ansar al-Shari’ah in Benghazi (Libya) captured them from Ghaddafi. This shows that the different Islamic armed groups have access to missiles and smuggling routes if they require them. Al Qa’idah Islamic Maghrib (AQIM) also has a presence in Tunisia. MH-75 missiles can travel a distance of 170km. If AQIM in Tunisia fired missiles at Rome from its coast during the Roman [Armageddon] invasion of Syria, they could reach towards Italy (possibly even Rome) which is almost 160Km away from Tunisia.

Mujahideen in Algeria or Morocco could fire any missile into Europe because they are literally less than 10 miles away from Spain (al-Andalus). However, the fighters of Al Qa’idah Islamic Maghrib in them lands are hiding in the mountains and they do not have rockets, so it may take them a few years longer to get hold of such long range missiles.

Once the Libyan, Tunisian, Algerian and Moroccan Islamic fighters have defeated their tyrant rulers, they will be able to fire missiles in Europe while others will enter it by boats for a ground invasion.
Google Earth – the most advanced geo-intelligence tool:

All the Islamic groups use Google Earth today to plan their attacks. Having intelligence on an area and its strategic locations is vital to plan; where to attack from, where the enemy is hidden, where you can enter enemy territory from safely. Usually only powerful countries had power to satellite technology, now everyone can use it for free. Let’s check it out to get a feel of how it works.

Case study: Let’s take a look at Italy, it is likely that some Islamic fighters will depart from Tunis (see bottom of pic 1) and go onto the Western islands neighbouring Italy. From there, they will enter the sea port (squared in red). If we zoom into the red square of pic 1, we can see it more clearly using the ‘zoom in’ feature of Google Earth (see pic 2 and 3). Note: it can even be zoomed in further, but pictures of the area/buildings are also clickable. The picture of the il vecchio faro building is useful because it would give the fighters knowledge of the area/terrain, the building type, and how to use the building to their advantage etc. Once they capture that building, they can move forward deeper into Italy with more Google Earth satellite knowledge of the territory ahead.
Muslim fighters within Europe will most likely contact Islamic State leadership by mobile/cell/internet or satellite phone (The best Al Qa’idah and Islamic State members often get a number they can phone to contact their leaders before they get into Europe), and using Google Earth software (which is free but more advanced than Google maps), they will be able to share coordinates (see image on previous page) to tell where the Muslim fighters in Europe need their missiles to land. This is because although Europe will be broken apart with militias and armed gangs and hardly any governance, there will be rich parts of Europe which are extremely difficult to take over (due to Private Military Companies [PMC’s]) guarding the areas of the richest in society. So missile support from abroad will be their strongest backup help.

Islamic State crosses the Mediterranean sea and enters Europe:

When Islamic State fighters win the Armageddon/Malhama in Syria, the Libyan, Tunisian and Moroccan fighters will cross into Europe by sea or by plane. They will be supported and guided by Muslims who have taken over parts of the strategic coast, or even by non Muslims who are willing to accept the Muslims as their new leaders. By now, the Crusader army in the Armageddon will be defeated, and the Islamic State will be the strongest force in the both the Middle East and all of Europe. The Muslims in Europe will have connected throughout Europe (because of the smashed borders), and they will have the strongest backup support from the Middle East.

Italy will now have been conquered by armed Muslims from all sides: 1 - European Armed Muslim Gangs from the North and West, 2 - Islamic Eastern European fighters from the Balkans (like Bosnia, Albania, Kosovo etc), and 3 – and Muslim Arab missiles and ships from the South.

With no-one there to rival them in power, and unity – the Muslims will have captured Italy’s Rome, the capital of Europe.
The Global Islamic Caliphate will surround and capture Europe (EU) from ALL sides, the West (Spain), the Centre (Italy, Rome) and the East (Turkey, Constantinople/Istanbul).

And that will be the conquest of Rome!
And the flag of Islam will be raised high, in the heart of Europe... in the heart of Rome.
It is reported the Prophet Muhammad (ﷺ) said:

The Malhama al-Kubra (Armageddon), the conquest of Constantinople (Turkey) and the coming forth of the Dajjal (Antichrist) will take place within a period of seven months.

(Jami` at-Tirmidhi Book 33, Hadith 81)

Meaning: 7 months after the conquest of Rome, al-Dajjal (the AntiChrist) will arrive....
FURTHER READING:

SAS Survival Handbook (Revised Edition) – 50mb:
The Islamic State Caliphate is the most resilient nation in the world. It is facing bombardment from 50+ countries and still expanding, by the will of Allah (alone)!

What is the secret of this State, what does its future hold? What does its leaders and members do to make it an unbeatable force?

Read - The Islamic State (2015) ebook to find out more.

Download the Ebook here (6mb):

Read it Online (100 pages):
Ebook 1: **Black Flags from the EAST (Khorasan) (1979-2012)**

A young boy had a dream;

"In the dream, I saw myself in a huge, flat area. I saw an army mounted on white horses moving towards me. All of them were wearing black turbans. One of the horsemen... had shiny eyes. He moved a flag towards me and said, "Hand this flag over to Imam Mahdi Muhammad bin Abdullah at the gates of Al-Quds (Jerusalem)." I took the flag from him, and I saw that the army started marching behind me."

The dream interpreter (an Islamic scholar) said:

this son of yours will prepare an army for Imam Mahdi and for the sake of protecting his religion, he will migrate to the region of Khorasan [Afghanistan].

Less than 10 years later - the 15th Islamic century (Hijri) [1979] had just begun, and Russia had set foot in Afghanistan to take over the Muslim world. A few hundred Arabs would trickle into Khorasan and change world history...

Who was this young boy? & Who are these Arabs?

Find out in:

**Black Flags from the EAST**

Note: this book is on the life of Osama bin Laden.

**Get the Ebook free!**

Download | Read Online


http://www.scribd.com/doc/115588808/Black-Flags-From-the-East

Book Release Date: May 26th 2013. | 107 Pages | Size: 3mb.

Download Book | Mirror

Read Online

With the civil wars raging on in Syria and Yemen, the Arabian Peninsula is surrounded by men with Black Flags. Their objective: to conquer Arabia, take over Makkah, and announce a Global Caliphate (Khilafah).

How will they do this? And why are so many righteous believers dreaming of a near-future conflict which will spread all over the Arabian Peninsula? How will this conflict lead to the conquest of and the arrival of al-Mahdi? (the Guided one who will lead all Sunni Muslims).

Pages: 127 - Release Date: September 2013

Get this Ebook free, to find the answers.

Download (3mb) | Read Online
Ebook 4: **Black Flags from PERSIA (Iran)**

Download ebook (5mb):

Read online (86pages):
https://www.scribd.com/doc/243647389/Black-Flags-From-PERSIA

Download Book (4mb) | Read Online


Download Book | Read Online
We are coming ya Aqsa!

Next book will be: **Black Flags from Palestine**, *insha Allah.*